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J-l boilem each abtp "" 2 right htmd, 2 left haud
F'oster-h11eeler '!)rpe D 2 drum r·"f1B 3370-3 and 339&'9. Design
SCOff~ operoUng preaslU"'El 450#, fS.nal temp. 7hfJP'j feed water

, 2250 , year 1950.. Heating; suri"gces. Bon~:r '4475 sq. ft.
i(i,'rta14 W~ll 340 sq. ft.
Economizer 2e~ sq. ft ..
Total 7675 sq. ft"

Superheater 720 sq.. ft.
Furnace

volumne BBo eu .. ft ..
Gt"ate StU'"1I 101 sq. it"

Ma."d.ttltlm
4E,ooO' •

760

ft.

J..7
100°
325 sq.

126,000
!19,3$O

830 tm.

Per.form,ance
Totalsvap: ea.. boiler Ibs/hr.
Buperheater outlet wmp. Of' ..
Tottll drat't loss thru boiler
inc. grl!l:ta$ &. 0000. H20

All' temp. u.nder graws
Radi6nt host absQ~bing surface
ETtJ!sq..tt. aliA surface
Liberation BTU/cu.ft..
Total -volumna
Soot BlOl:lers-Vuloan Hodel P...3 size 211

:F'eed regu.lawn-SrJa.rlhout 2!lt 6O')/J 'ihertl".o hydraulic S.C. 'J-ype SM'

One forced draft iBn .for eech botler.
Belt. drivon by 20 H.P. cll2ctrio ~K)tOI' 1&0:'1 rfr'H, fan speed 1080 IlPM
Olara.ge Vort.aJi Cont,l'l,11 SinfJ.e Inlet ifj-"]Je ~it sf.se 3 uesif!n 2
Cz::.,paoity 20600 GF'H Q Jrr v.g. ~ 1000 F.

ian de-sinn
66l.too -
1300
410
8.25
61.4

,"\",0.

u.u,ifvO
72,000

1,130
390
6.63
39.

One 100tlcad aI°aft .ram i'o1' '$ch boiler Prst-Deniel firli.O '1\~ 1
$l<.iBI. Kl.<JS design \lith Nulti-GlonG Collector Ji6HC-l-?O • .,Belt.
driven by 'ferry 'f'.lrbine.
Performa.n - bal"Otlletrio 30II

lbs siiema 3Os000
lbs g~s per h~. 5'2,400
1t,P.M. 761J
teq'i. .340
d~t 3.21
n.H.? 28

"Oeneral D..of"ulaior Gom.bustion Control Eleetl."onic :relay t:r"P€'.

Oo,~letely independent stack duct for each boiler.
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PARI I - PESCR JRTIDN OF STEAM GENfBAIQRS

FOSTEBW1iE~LEfi. CDNJRACT FWB 3370~3&3396-2

Weight. of Water Full 20,390

GRATE SURFACE; SQ. FT. 101

WEIGHT PER BOILER:

At steaming Temperature !.bs.
Boil?r Dry" ".146,97P
Water Nbrmal level o • 16,500
!otal" •••• a ••••••• o.163,470

4475
340

2860

7675
720

SQ. PI.

B,:o.iLer, 0 0 • 0- 0 a • • " 0 • a 0

Waterwall.~ ••••• o.o.

Econ.omizer ••••••••••
Total Water Heating
surface ••••.•••• e •••

Superhea t.er 0." .. " • o.

HEATING SURFACES ';

TEMPERATURE: Normal Full
Power neg. F.

Final temp. at super
heater outlet ... o •••••• 750

Feed Water Temperature 225

Safety Valve Setting
superheater outlet 450

Pe-s.ig.n •• <- ...., . . . . e" ••••••••• • !t 500
Hydr-os t atLc test o. . •• 750
Hydrostatic t~st for

desuperheaters 300
$uperheate"I' Outlet 450
Safety Valve Se-tting

steam drum ~ 475
ands , , ••••••••. o~ ••• 470

~; Foster 1Nheeler JJD,ff Type

THE SIEAMGENERATOR INCt.UDES;
Boiler, Waterwal1s, superfieater,
~nom.izer, SODt Blowers, Valves
and Fittings, Feed Water Regulators

four (4) Ste"am Generators are
Installed Per Vessel.

PRESSugE: Lb. psi
r" t ~

BOILER PERFORMANCE

Total Evaporation, ea. boiler lbs/hr
Superheater outlet temperature-Deg. Fa
Feed Temperature - Deg. F.
Total draft loss through hoiler
including grates and economizers H2C>

Air temperature under grates - D~g. ~F.

NORMAL

29~500

750
225

1.7
100

44,000
760
225

3 07

100

1
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GENERAL.
(Section 1~2)

The stearn generators on this contract are of the!fDrf:
type de s i qn , two left hand and two right hand 1 designed fqr
coal firinge Each steam generator includes a two drum bent
tube boiler section~ side waterwalls, rear waterwalls~ con
vection type superheater, and an extended surface economizer.
A :iesup?rh?ater whicI;i supplies low temperature stearn tq auxili
ar1es~ 1S lnstal1ed 1n the steam drum belDw the normal water
Level., -.

. The superheater is located behind the 'first three r-ows
of 2'" boiler tubes and in front of the bank of 1)4" generating
tubes. It consists of V-bend elements rolled into headers
which are parallel to the boiler tubeg. Th~ superheater ele
ments extend across.the boiler, at right angles to the boiler
tubes. .

~NENrs...... Setti:Oh 1-3)

Drums

Ihe nominal inside diameter of the steam drum is 48,.;
with a wrapper sheet 7/8" thick and a' tube sheet 2!-21i: thick.
The water drum has an inside diameter of 30R with a shell
thicknes s of L...9/16". .

Waterwa~l?

The furnace, is water cooled on the roof, side wall and
rear wall with 2": tubes. These tubes form heat absorbing sur-

- 2 - LMCF00099
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faces which protect refractory and at.t.he satne time provide
addit£onal boiler heating surface.

Circulating water for the rear waterwall is provided
by means of three 4" Q.D. feeder tubes.which are expanded into the
lower rearwall header.· Two .of' these 4" tubes lead frOIl1 the s te arn
drum, below thewa ter l~vel, and one 4·· tube leads from the water
drum.

The side waterwa11,is supplied by means pf five 4~ O,D!
feeder tubes which lead from the water drum t~ si.d~wall header.
These side and rearwall feeders are shown in Part!, Secti.on 1-8
of this manual on drawing NY 500-470.

A tUbe list in Part I, Section 1-6 of this manual gives
size, number; and quantity of all tubes installed in these steam
generators.

Furnace.

The furnace 1s of ample size {or burning the req~ired

quantitr of fuel without excessive heat releas?" The side wall, ,
rear wa 1, and roof of the furnace are linedwlth water tubes
backed up by tile, high temperature inSUlating bl-ock,mineral
woo.L blanket, and the outer casing. the front wallef the fur
nace is lined with refractory blucks backed up by high tempera-
ture insulating blocks, and the casing. .

R~fracto;I£X

Drawing No. NY 500-719 in Secti~n 1~8 Df this manual shows
in detail the arrangement of b:z;::ic;kwork and, insulatipn furnished
on. this contract. ~intena'nce of refractory is c,ompletely des
cribed in Section 3-7~

Superheater

The superheater is located in~the gener~ting tube bank
behind the screen tubes G It is a three -Loop , f our-epass type J ccn
sisting of 104 U-bend elements rolled into the superheater headers •.

Each hea,deris fitted with a 3/41f drain valve and the
header diaphragms are perforated with a s~all drainage slot; to
provide cQmplete drainage.

The superheater elements are supported by alloy plates
placed parallel. to the gas flow and extending from the steam. drum
to the water drum. The support plates are secured to four 3
superheqter support tubes. The superheater elements pass through
holes in these" support plates.

LMCF00100
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Steam errters the outboard superheater header at the bat
t.om , makes fou r passes through the loops, leaves at the top of the
out.bo ar-d header , arid flows to the main, steam line and des:uperheater
inlet. .....

The 2," superheater safety valve is installed in the piping
between the superheater outlet and the s.top vaLve ,

Economizer

The economizer is of the counterflow, extended surface,
three pass type. It consists of a series of nUll-bend hor-LzontaL
elements, which have their longitudinal axis parallel tq the boiler
drum.

The ends of these economizer'IU'J~hendelementsarecon~

neeted by means of headezs , The economizer ends are expanded
into these headers, machined flush with the inside surface of
the headers and seal welded. See Part III," Section 3~6, and
drawings NY 500~439 and NY 5,00-440. J,n. Part I, Section 1~8.

Each element is made by shrinking 5'" OaD. cast iron rings
on 2" O.D. x 9 BWG seamless steel tubes to fDrm the extended heat
absorbing surface. These elements are installed through the front
tube sheeta

Each economizer is fitted with an inlet manifold header,
an outlet manifold header, a ~Jt vent and a 3/4'" drain.

Two steam soot blowers are provided for keeping the
economizer e.l.ernerrt s clean 0

SIEAM DRUM INIERNALS
. (Section 1~4)

Desuperheater

A desuperheater is installed in the steam drum of each
steam generator to supply l-ow temperature steam required for aux
iliary equipment, and to protect the superheater at low ratings
by IDBintaining steam flow through the superheater. The desuper
h~ating is accomplished by the cooling acti-on -of the water in the
steam drum which absorbs heat from the superheated. s t eam,

LMCFOOIOI
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The desuperheater consists of 2~ pipe whi~h makes four
lengthwise passes below the normal water level in the drum. The
ends are connected to inlet and oirtl e t connections located at the
rear of the drumo

Due to the higher pressure in the drum than in the super
heater, which would permit moisture and solids in the drum to be
entrained in the auxiliary steam line in the event of a leaking
Joint, the desuperheater should be tested independently oJ the steam
generator at a pressure of 300 psig.

Inte~nal Feed Line

The internal feed line extends horizontally t,he length of
the drum, below the normal water level. It is made of 2!2"' seamless
pipe closed at the ends. The internal feed line has sl.ots which
are cut horiz.ontally in the top for Lnt.roduc i.nq feed water into the
drum evenly throughout its length. The feed water inlet connection
is located in the top of the drum as shown in Drawing No. NY 500-564
in Part I, Section l~S of this manual.

Dry, Pipe

The dry pipe is suspended along the top center line of
the steam dru~. It consists of an S- pipe closed at each end and
perforated' along its upper surface with 3/8" holes. In the bottom
of the pipe, at each end, are 314 f t drain holes. Steam enters the
dry pipe through the upper perforated area, thus preve!lting carry
over of moisture. Steam leaves the dry pipe through the steam
n ozzLe in the top of the drum. .

Continuous Blow~Down

A conti~us blow~down pipe is placed near the bott.om tilf
the steam drum. It cons i.s t s of 3/4"' pipe which enters "through a
fitting in the rear head of the drum and extends appr.oximately
one-half the length of the drum. The end of the pipe is open. The
purpo s e of the bl.ow-down is to provide a means of reducing the dare
sity of the boiler water.

Surface Blow~Down, .'

A l~"' surface b.Low-edown pipe is located in the steam drum
at the normal water level. The surface blow is used for removing
scum, oil or grease from the surface of th,e water and for reducing
high water level when the steam generator Is in operation.

PAates and Baffles

Swash Plates are 3/16 1l plates placed in the steam drum of
the boiler. They keep surging of water to a minimum by dividing the
lower half of the drum into three separate, approximately unifo;r-m
spaces.

LMCFOOI02 FWB 3370-3
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Steam Baffle Plates are perforated plates placed at the
normal water level in the steam drum to p~vent foami,ng. The plates
are horizontal o They extend the width of the drum and run ahout
2/3 its lengthe

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT
(Section 1-5)

The auxiliary equipment furnished on this installation
by Foster Wheeler Corporation on this contract includes Crosby
Safety Valves ~ Jergus.on Gage Glasses, Vulcan Soot Blowers I

Swartwout Feed Water Regulators, and Yarway Remote Level Indicators.

Manufacturer's instruction manuals cDvering description,
operation, and maintenance of this equipment will be found at
the end of this instruction manual under section entitled
"Appendix lt • A cDmplete listing of all valves and fittings furn
ished by Foster Wheeler is included in Part I, Section 1-8,
Drawing No. NY 502-220 1 of this manual.

LMCFOOI03
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TUBE DATA ~ (FOR ONE ~rEAM GENERAtOR)
(Section 1.,.6)

l~"O;."P.k 12 BWG (3?NE&6~IHS2WBEg 2;.~.ORD. x lOBWGTUBES
• <.~ ~ :.. ~. •

v. "" ..... ,., .... ' ~•..

Ma. of
Tunes.

Rearwall
Risers 16

26
Rea,rwall

Si~~al1 ~a.
.,.. &.9

IQta! Sidewa-1-1' '
. J)ibes - 59

Screen 13
)t: 2
{I: 30
.If 29.

J:QJ:,al. Screen~'
. "''tl,1heS .14

. -'

1
lA

2
2.A
:3
4

22 t9
41 1,nclo.
48 -to
63 intI.

69
73
75
74
75
74
75
74
75
7.4
7f)
74
74'
75
74
75
~.

1259

Row.·Mpo

5
6
7
8
9

In
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
1$
19
2.0
21

Total

4~"O!D!: ,,,6 BWG,
".' ;., • .,. ,.' d ~. ..•• " r ' ~-"

Tube<Ns •. Location
. -,' ......... ,;. . ". "; •. (. 'If ,"' ( ~..

PI

F2

f3 .

i4

F5

Sidewall
Feeders
Sidewall
~eeder
RE:ia,rwall
rl;~der
Rsarwall
Feeder
R.ea:rwall
Feede.r

T¢tal

No.• of
Tubes '.

4

1

1

1

1
.":

~

551

S~?

001
OC2
003
pC4

Oowncomer
. ,;f ,

Jt
if

total

Tub.es
lit

,~
,n.

~
2
2
2 .

T

.,. 7 _.
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PERFORMANCE CURVE
(Section 1,..7Y--

DRAWINGS
( Section 1~8)

General Arrangement

Auxiliary Sections

Steam Drum Internals

Brickwork and Field Insulation

Feeders and Rear~Wall Risers

Spa.res and Tool s Per Ship

Valves and Fittings Per Ship

NY-SQO"..439

NY-SOO-440

NY""SOQ-S64

NY'-soa-7l9

N\'..SOO-470

NY-50l-S8S

NV-502-22()
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Section 2.1

OPERATION

Part II - OPERATION

PUTTING STEAM GENERATOR
IN OPERATION

(Section 2-1)

The following procedure is a brief, easily re
rnembered outline of the necessary steps to be
taken in putting a steam generator in service for
norrrtal operation. If the unit is new, has been
laid up, or has undergone extensive repairs refer
first to the section "Putting New Steam Generator
in Service." Section 2--6.

Lighting Off

Valves -Gosed: Steam stop valves, surface and
bottom blow, economizer vent
and drain, waterwall drains.

Open: Gage valves, gage glass valves,
superheater vent, superheater
and desuperheater drains, air
cock and feed stops.

Feed -Fill boiler with best available feedwater,
(preferably 0.3 grains total solids per
gal. or less) through auxiliary feed line
until water appears in the lower gage
glass. Continue until water raises one
inch. Change over to main feed line,
closing auxiliary check valve only, and
fiII to 3" in lower glass. This pro
cedure checks both feed lines.

BUT1'lers-Inspect furnace floor for oil. Ventilate
hailer thoroughly using forced draft fan
to remove inflammable gases. Recircu
late fuel oil until oil at proper tempera
ture is available at the burners. InstaII
the smallest sprayer plates in the atom
izers furnished for type of oil with which
the burner is designed to operate and
using torch, light off one burner. Make
sure the torch doesn't go out. Make
sure the burner stays lit. If it goes
out, don't attempt to light the burner
again without first ventilating the furn
ace. Flarebacks happen this way.

Raising Steam
To prevent damage to the refractory and ex

cessive temperatures in the superheater, it is

recommended that at least 3 or 4 hours be taken
to put the boiler in service. However, in cases
of extreme necessity the unit may be put in
service more rapidly.

Valves -!lbin steam stop valves should be eased
slightly to prevent sticking due to ex
pansion. When steam issues forcibly
from the air cock (approx. 20 lb.) it may
be closed. A flow of steam must be
maintained through the superheater.
The superheater vent valve should be
wide open when lighting off but may
be closed-in somewhat as pressure rises
to reduce amount of steam wasted. The
superheater header drain valves and the
desuperheater drain valve (if installed)
should be cracked slightly so as to pre
vent accumulation of condensate. Blow
the pressure gage line to check opera
tion of the steam gage. AlIow conden
sate. to build up in line so that stearn
will not come in contact with gage and
cause damage to it. .

Feed -Check the water level by blowing down
the gage glasses. Blow both upper and
lower connections. As the boiler warms
up, the level in the gage glass will rise.
Do not allow it to rise out of sight in
the gage glass. The water level may be
lowered by using the surface blow. If
a surface blow is not provided PItt out
the fires and use the bottom blow. As
the steam pressure rises it may be neces
sary to add water to make up for the
loss through the vents and drains. If
steam should be formed in the econom
izer, as indicated by water hammer,
feed to clear the economizer and blow
down boiler if level becomes too high.

Burners-When bringing up steam it is advis
able to rotate the burners. Use first
one burner then change to another,
allowing the brickwork to heat evenly
for approximately 3 hrs. before full
pressure is reached on boiler. This will
necessitate burner shut-off periodically.
Use a torch for lighting burners.

LMCFOOI06
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FOSTER WHEELER STEAM GENERATORS

Cutting in the Boiler

Value.s -When the boiler pressure is within a
few pounds of line pressure, warm up
the steam lines slowly with the drains
on the lines open using by-pass valves
around the main stops if provided. On
some boilers the pressure may be equal
ized through an auxiliary steam line.
1£ not, ease the stop valves open slowly
until first rush of steam subsides. Do
not close superheater uents or drains
until boiler is on the line.

Feed -The water level must not be too high
when 'cutting in the boiler. If pressure
in the line is lower than that in the
boiler there is likelihood of carrying
water over into the superheater. For
this reason the superheater drains are
left cracked open until boiler is on the
line. Regulate feed supply or change to
automatic regulator.

Burners-Change to proper size sprayer plates
for steaming, Adjust air and oil supply
and change to automatic combustion
control if so equipped.

Shutting Down

.If possible use the soot blowers just before
shutting down.

Burners-Extinguish the fires and remove burners.
Allow the forced draft fan to run a few
moments to clear the furnace of all
gases, then shut it off and close all air
registers. Allowing cold air to blow
through the furnace will damage the
brickwork and may cause casings to
crack. Remove the atomizers for
cleaning.

Valves -Open the superheater vent and crack
. superheater drain valve 7i turn. When
the boiler pressure drops below line
pressure the steam stop valves may be
closed. When the steam pressure drops
to approximately 20-25 lb. gage fully
open the superheater drains (and de
superheater drains if fitted) and the air
cock.

Feed '--As the boiler cools down the water level
will drop. Maintain the level at least

2 in. in the low glass. Unless absolutely
necessary, do not use cold feedwater to
cool down a boiler. When the boiler is
cold close the feed stops. The steam
stop valves can usually be tightened
when the boiler has cooled but should
be eased up when lighting off agam.

SAFETY
(Section 2-2)

Safety should be the first consideration in boiler
operation. Accidents are often costly, not only to
boilers, but also by causing delays in sailing of the
vessel. The most frequent and most serious acci
dents are caused by low water and flarebacks, The
competent operator will avoid dangerous situations
and eliminate careless practices that may lead to
damage or injury. The best accident prevention is
to be thoroughly informed with the construction
and proper operation of the boiler and the auxiliary
equipment. Also, in an emergency, knowing what
to do may eliminate serious damage.

Good operation not only increases safety but
pays dividends in reduced maintenance expense.

OPERATING PRECAUTIONS
(Section 2-3)

The outline in Section 2-1 is purposely brief
as it is intended to serve as a guide for the proper
sequence of steps performed in lighting off and
raising steam. It is supplemented by the follow
ing additional precautions.

If the boiler is equipped with automatic com
bustion control, shift to manual operation before
lighting off. When lighting off, it is difficult to
completely eliminate smoke while the furnace is
cold. Too much air, in an effort to stop the smoke,
is likely to result in unburned oil vapor being
deposited on the boiler, air heater and economizer
surfaces. As the boiler heats up this vapor is
driven off and secondary combustion may occur.
The heat of this secondary combustion can cause
warped casings, baffles and supports, and if severe,
tube failure.

Too little air at any time will cause the boiler
to "pant". Allowing this to continue will loosen
the casings with resultant gas leaks and damage
to the refractory. "Panting" can also occur under
certain conditions of poor mixture of air and oil,
or water in the fuel oil.

LMCFOOI07
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N.ever light a burner f"011t the hot bricleuiork.
This practice may result in serious damage and
personal injury, due to explosion.

Keep the superheater vent open to assure steam
flow through the superheater. It is just as im
portant as water in the boiler. The superheater
thermometer is not a reliable indicator of the
temperatures in the superheater when raising
steam.

Decrease the firing rate and increase the feed
for a few moments if steaming, which causes water
hammer, occurs in the economizer. Continued
water hammer can 'cause leaks in the feed piping,
economizer return headers and return bends.

Use the surface blow to reduce high water
level. Do not use the bottom blow or open the
water wall drains llnle~s all the fires are ex
tinguished. For most effective use of the bottom
blow, first, open the valves in the blowdown line
then open the boiler blowdown valve wide. When
blowing operation is completed, close valves in
reverse order. When operating either. the surface
or, bottom blowdown valve, open valve wide and
operate quickly while opening or closing.

The normal water level, unless otherwise speci
fied, is at the centerline of the steam drwm. Carry
normal water level as the perforated baffles of drum
internals are designed to function best at this level.
Be suspicious of a water level that does not fluc
tuate. Check gage glasses frequently whether on
manual or automatic operation. Check carefully
gage glasses that appear completely full or com
pletely empty as either may cause serious damage
to equipment.

If there is an unaccountable drop in the steam
pressure, check the water level in the boiler by
blowing the gage glass before increasing firing
rate. Steam pressure will drop when there is in
sufficient water in the boiler.

When maneuvering anticipate changes in the
water level due to changes in' steam demand. A
sudden increase as from "stop" to "full" will result
in a sharp rise in the water level. The feed should
not be decreased but rather increased to keep up
with the demand for steam. If the feed is de
creased and the water level allowed to fall, the
water may drop out of sight when the firing rate is
suddenly decreased. Conversely, carrying the water
level too high at low loads may result in the water
going out of sight in the top of the glass. This

Section 2·3
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may cause a sudden drop in superheat tempera
ture and leaking of the main steam line joints.

Carryover may also occur due to foaming, a
condition caused by a high percentage of dis
solved solids in the boiler water, Boiler feedwater
must be pure, free of dissolved solids, oil and
oxygen. Use distilled water only, if possible, for
all makeup feed. Samples of boiler water should
be tested twice daily. Proper alkilinity should be
maintained to prevent corrosion. To prevent prim
ing, blow down the steam generator if the total
concentration of dissolved solids exceeds 500 parts
per million (30 grains per gal.) or if the amount.
of scale forming salts is excessive.

To maintain low boiler water concentration, use
continuous blow when installed or the surface
blow. Otherwise shut off fires and use the bottom
blow.

. Do not permit oil, especially that containing
vegetable fats, to enter the boiler as the insulating
film formed on heating surfaces will result in
blistering and eventual rupture of the affected
tubes. Sludge, rolled into small, hard balls found
in the waterwall headers, is an indication that
oil is getting into the boilers.

Dissolved oxygen may cause pitting and corro
sion at and above the waterline in the drum and
also in the economizer. On vessels equipped with
deaerators, the oxygen content of the feed should
be tested periodically as a check on deaerator
operation and should never be more than .03 cc
per liter. To avoid oxygen pitting, maintain the
design feedwater temperature, particularly in port.
Feedwater below design temperature is very likely
to contain oxygen. Vessels not equipped with a
means of removing oxygen from the feedwater
must chemically treat the boiler water.

Boiler treating chemicals are preferably intro
duced into the drum through a chemical feed line
rather than through the economizer as the chemi
cals may possibly settle on the inner surface of the
economizer tubes.

It is most important that therecommendations
of a competent feed water treatment concern are
followed.

The soot blowers should be used twice daily
or as often as necessary as indicated by changes
in the stack temperature or in the draft loss. A
temperature drop of more than 20 deg. F. after
blowing tubes might indicate the desirability of
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more frequent blowing. Drain the lines generously
before blowing tubes. Vvet steam in the soot
blowers will. cause the soot to cake and become
difficult to remove. Use the soot blowers in the
proper order; that is start by blowing the air
heater and/or economizer, then the superheater,
the generating bank and finally the economizer
and/or air heater again. The order of blowing in
the superheater and generating banks should fol
low the path of the gases. The gas path may be
determined from the general arrangement drawing
showing the position of baffles, if any.

Raise the air pressure when using the soot
blowers. When using soot blowers in port or under
low loads, be ready to relight the fires should
they be blown out. To reduce corrosion leave the
soot blower drains open when the soot blowers are
not in use and see that air check valves are
functioning. The scavenging air check valves
admit air to the elements when not in use to
prevent corrosive gases from backing up into
the soot blower heads and piping.

Hard external deposits found on economizer
surfaces are evidence that either wet steam is being
used for soot blowing or the temperature of the
stack gases has fallen below the dew point. When
the stack temperature falls below the dew point,
there is danger of certain components of the stack
gases condensing on the elements. These condensed
gases, particularly those from fuels with a high
sulfur content, will cause hard caking of soot
deposits and are highly corrosive.

These hard soot deposits may plug the econo
mizers, and cause corrosion damage. These de
posits may be removed by steam lancing. Steam
lancing ports are installed on most boilers.

On boilers equipped with air heaters, the by
pass must be used under low load conditions
when the stack temperature may fall below the dew
point. Failure to use the by-pass may result in soot
caking and corrosion damage to the heating sur
faces and uptakes. The accumulated soot may also
result in a soot fire, causing severe damage to air
heater.

Remove atomizers from the boiler when they are
not in use. Atomizers in a cold boiler could flood
the furnace with oil due to leaky valves. Atomizers
not in use but remaining in position in a steaming
boiler will become choked with carbon and may
be damaged by overheating.

Inspect the fires for flame impingement on the
refractory throats or floor where deposits may be
formed.

Safety valves should be occasionally lifted
manually as a check on their operation.

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
(Section 2-4)

Low Water
Low water, whether resulting from inattention,

feed pump failure or any other cause, is the most
serious condition encountered. If the loss is
gradual and noticed by the operators;

(a) Increase the rate of feed.

(b) Check feed line for leaks or open valves.

(c) Check blow valves for leaks or open valves.

(d) Check auxiliaries for water in steam from
auxiliary steam line which indicates leakage
from boiler steam drum into desuperheater.

(e) Start auxiliary feed system.

If, at any time, the water level falls out of sight
in gage glass secure all burners immediately.
Caution. Do not fill hot boiler with cold water,
as relatively cold feedwater coming in contact with
an overheated drum or tubes. may cause severe
distortion and leakage of rolled joints.

Tube Failure
In the event of tube failure, the boiler should

be secured quickly except for the feed. Feedwater
should be added in an effort to keep the water in
sight until the boiler cools down. Watch the water
in the other boilers. The sudden demand for feed
may result in low water in. the other boilers. If
the failure is severe and the water cannot be kept
in sight, shut off the feed to the effected boiler
immediately. In extreme cases it may be neces
sary to keep the forced draft fan running to carry
the steam up the stack. If escaping steam is a
danger to life the boiler may be emptied through
the bottom blow.

Loss of Fires
If the burners should go out from loss of oil

pressure, stoppage of the pump, forced draft blower
failure or water in the fuel, close all burner valves
immediately, ventilate the furnace and relight
burners one at a time using a torch. Restoring
the oil supply with the burner valves open and
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allowing the fires to relight from hot brickwork
may result in an explosion.

Air Heater Fires
Air heater fires can be avoided by keeping

the heating surfaces clean. In the event- of fire.
considerable damage is usually done by the time
the fire is detected. The boiler should be secured,
shutting down the forced draft fan quickly and
using the steam soot blowers in the air heater as
an aid in smothering the fire.

If the boiler is shut down for a.ny reason, open
the superheater vent to maintain a steam flow
through the superheater, Crack superheat drains
to Pl'event accumulation of uiater in the super
heater elements.

FUEL ECONOMY
(Section 2-5)

To obtain high boiler efficiencies, the following
conditions should be observed:

Maintain operating temperature and pressure

Adjust burners for proper combustion

Keep fire and water sides of boiler clean

Check casings and all pressure parts against
leakage.

The most common cause of low efficiency is ex
cess air. A certain amount is necessary but it
should be kept to a minimum. To obtain the
proper amount of air, without smoke, burners
must be clean and properly adjusted with the
jacket tube so that the flame just clears the re
fractory cone without impingement. The best
position may vary slightly with different firing
rates. To obtain best operating results the jacket
tube may be moved in and out by loosening the
thumb screw for proper mixture of air and oil.
The jacket tube should also be the proper length
so that the face of the sprayer plate nut is in correct
relation to the face of the diffuser. This varies
with different types of burners; with the Todd
"Vee-Cee" burners the face of the sprayer plate
nut should project ~" into the furnace beyond
the point where the diffuser starts to flare. With
Todd straight mechanical (Hex-Press) burners
this distance is %.". Using the Vee-Cee steam
assisted atomizer the distance is 1~ ", This length
is altered by loosening the set screw and screwing
the burner clamp on or off the jacket tube. These
dimensions apply only with the Standard Hex
Press Register and Hex-Press diffuser.

Section 2·5
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The refractory cone must be concentric and have
the proper depth and angle. The air registers
should be in good order, that is, working freely,
not warped or choked with carbon deposits.

The fuel should be at the right pressure and tem
perature for best atomization. Oil that is too cold
will not atomize properly and oil that is too hot
will carbonize in the burner tips. The best atom
ization of the fuel oil is generally obtained when
the viscosity is 150 Seconds Saybolt Universal.
The temperature at which the fuel will be at this
viscosity may be found by referring to the chan,
Fig. 1. Use the proper size sprayer plates. Make
sure the tips you are using have the proper spray
angle. Do not l~se more than one size burner tip
in the steam generator at the same time. Use all
burners unless oil pressure becomes too low. The
use of steel tools in cleaning sprayer plates may
damage them, resulting in poor atomization, there
by requiring a large amount of excess air to elim
inate smoke. Enlargement of the holes will result
in each burner handling a different quantity of
oil and adjustment of proper. amount of air will
be impossible.

Excess air in large quantities will be indicated
by white smoke. In some cases white smoke may
result from too high fuel oil temperature. If the
flame is intensely white as observed through peep
holes in boiler or burner; too much air is being
supplied. If the flame is red there is insufficient
air. The ideal flame is a bright golden color.
Excess air will also be indicated by a rise in super
heat temperature but for accuracy the use of an
Orsat to analyze the flue gases is necessary.
Smokeless combustion or a very light brown
haze with high CO 2 (12.5 ro to 1470) and no
CO are the ideal conditions.

Boiler casings must be tight as any air leaking
into the boiler will sharply reduce efficiency.

Steady steaming with little fluctuation in air or
oil pressures will be an advantage. Normal tem
peratures and pressures should be maintained.
High stack temperatures may mean excess air or
fouling of the heating surfaces. A rise in air pres
sure required for combustion may be caused by
poor burner adjustment or partial plugging of the
gas passages. Keep the firesides of the boiler
clean, particularly the superheater and the econo
mizer. Fouling of the heating surfaces not only
reduces the heat transfer rate but in extreme
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cases "lancing" may result with high gas velocities
and temperatures through small sections of the
boiler. This causes severe damage to all parts
adjacent to or within the lane. Frequency of use
of the soot blowers should be governed by the
changes in draft loss and stack temperatures be
fore and after blowing tubes.

Maintain proper feedwater temperature. Lower
feed temperature will result in higher superheat.
Conversely a high feed temperature will cause
superheat temperature to be below normal.

PUTTING NEW STEAM GENERATOR
IN SERVICE

(Section 2-6)

Before a new boiler, one that has been laid up
or one which has undergone extensive repairs, is
put in service it should be subjected to a hydro
static test, boiling out, drying out for the refractory
and final inspection.

Hydrostatic Test
Prepare the boiler for hydrostatic test by re

moving all tools, rags, etc. from the drums, tubes
and headers. Many tube failures are due to negli
gence in removing foreign materials. Close up
all handholes and manholes. Remove all access
doors induding those for waterwall headers. A
boiler that has been in service must be thoroughly
cleaned on the fireside to facilitate inspection.
Check operation of pressure gages. Close tightly
all stop check, drain and blowdown valves. Install
blanks where necessary. Do not. allow a stop valve
with steam on one side to be subjected to hydro
static test on the other side of the valve. Install
safety valve gags. Do not use a wrench on these
gags. It is unnecessary and may result in bent
valve stems.

The vents on the drum, superheater and econo
mizer should be open while filling the boiler to
let the air escape. These vents may be closed as
water issues from them. Some boilers have check
valves in the feed line between the economizer and
the drum. If the test pressure is being applied
through a connection to the air cock on the boiler
drum, a separate test will be necessary on the econ
omizer. The boiler should beat room temperature
before testing. The water used for the test should
be at the same temperature or above. It may be

Section 2-6
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as high as ISO F. but in no case less than room
temperature or less than 70 F. whichever is higher.
In high pressure boilers with thick drums, it is
desirable that the temperature of the water used
for filling be close to the boiler temperature. The
use of cold water for testing a boiler which has
110t thoroughly cooled down will result in leaking
of the rolled joints.

The pressure should be raised gradually, being
careful not to exceed the test pressure.

A hydrostatic test to the working pressure will
usually be sufficient for a boiler which has been
repaired but for a new boiler or one undergoing
ann ual inspection the test pressure is 1.0 times
the design pressure.

When inspection of all pressure parts and rolled
joints is complete the pressure may be lowered by
cracking a drain valve. Open a vent valve before
the pressure drops to zero and leave wide open
while draining the water to avoid a vacuum on
the boiler.

The desuperheater should be tested separately at
a pressure not over 300 lb. A leaking desuper
heater would allow water from the drum to pass
into the desuperheater and be carried with the
steam to the auxiliaries or superheater.

On completion of the test, drain all water from
the superheater and desuperheater, remove safety
valve gags, and remove any blanks.

Boiling Out
The boiler must be boiled out to remove any pre

servative on the tubes and the oil used in rolling
the tubes. Oil is a good insulator and if any re
mains after erection or repairs, blistered and rup
tured tubes may result.

Before proceeding with, boiling out of boiler
remove as much oil as possible by wiping out the
ends of the tubes, the headers and drums using
rags and by pulling rags through the tubes, using
an approved solvent. Make sure no rags are left
in the boiler as. a tube may be plugged and the
loss of circulation will result in tube failure. Air
circulation should be provided for the protection
of any men working inside the drum.

The boiling out solution consists of three pounds
of caustic soda and three pounds of either soda ash
or trisodium phosphate for each 1,000 pounds of
water capacity of the. boiler at normal water level
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A- boiling out solution using five pounds of Navy
standard boiler compound for each 1,000 pounds of
water capacity is also satisfactory. The chemicals
should be mixed thoroughly in hot water and the
solution poured into the drum. Close up the drum
and fill the boiler until the water is just in sight
in the gage glass. The superheater vents and drains
and the air cock should be open.

Observe all normal safety precautions when the
boiler is being fired for drying out or boiling out.

Using the smallest size sprayer plate, fire
the boiler, closing the air cock when steam issues
from it but leaving a superheater vent open suffi
ciently to maintain a good steam flow through
the superheater. Allow the pressure to rise to 50
pounds and maintain this pressure during the boil
ing out. Raise the water level nearly to the top of
the glass and blow down the level to 1:4 glass using
the bottom blow. Mix another ten pounds of boil
ing out solution and inject into the boiler using
the chemical feed line. Every six hours again
raise the water level and repeat the blowdown pro
cedure. This should be continued for 36 hours or
until examination of water samples from all blow
down lines shows that no oil is present The
sample, in a glass container. is best examined in
a dark room by shining a small pen type flash
light through the water. Another simple test con
sists of dropping small shavings of camphor on
the surface of a sample in a shallow container.
If the camphor remains motionless. oil is present.
1£ even the slightest trace of oil is present the
boiling out process should be continued.

When boiling out is completed, the solution is
preferably dumped overboard through the bottom
blow. It is highly caustic and will cause damage
to paint or protective coatings if dumped into the
bilge. The compound may cause some damage to
valve stem packings and some repacking may be
necessary. Also. gage glass mica may require
replacement because of contact with a caustic solu
tion. After the boiler is emptied it should be
opened up and all tubes and headers thoroughly
washed out with a high pressure fresh water hose.

Boiling Out Pressure Parts
by Steam Method

If steam is available and the pressure parts are
to be boiled out but the furnace is not to be dried
out, attach steam supply lines to the bottom blow

valve and the lowest openings in the superheater
and economizer. If practicable, blank off the
piping connection between the steam drum and
the superheater and also the piping between the
steam drum and the economizer. Close all other
openings and provide independent blowdown lines
from the steam drum, superheater vents and
economizer vents.

Using just enough water to dissolve the com
pound and soda, make up separate boiling out solu
tions for the boiler, economizer and superheater,
by dissolving three (3 ) pounds each of soda ash
and caustic soda (or 5 lb. of Navy standard toiler
compound) for each 1,000 lb. of water capacity
of each of these sections.

Using a portable or hand pump, inject the
boiling-out mixtures into the generating, super
heater, and economizer sections of the boiler. The
mixture for the generating sections should be
divided between the water drums and headers.
Add fresh water to the generating section only
to bring the water level in sight at the lowest
visible point in the boiler water-gage glass. The
mixed compound should be admitted to super
heaters and economizers without additional water.

Admit saturated steam to the boiler, superheater
and economizer maintaining a pressure of 25 to 50
lb.j/sq, in. in the stearn drum. To insure circulation,
the steam supply should be under a pressure of
about 25 lb.ysq. in. higher than the pressure in
the steam drum. Open the steam drum, super
heater and economizer vents to permit a con
tinuous slow overflow from each section. Boil
out the pressure parts in this manner for 24 hours;
then shut off the steam supply and drain the
superheater, economizer and boiler. Flush the
superheater, economizer ari:d boiler either through
the temporary blowdown lines or by filling the
boiler and economizer and flooding the super
heater.

Drain the boiler and wash out and inspect all
pressure parts.

Drying Out Furnace
A drying out fire should be lit in the furnace

within a few hours after installing new plastic
refractory. A wood fire is generally considered to
be the best for this purpose as it provides a more
even heat for the entire furnace. The boiler should
be prepared for lighting off in the usual manner as
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if getting ready for steaming except that a wood
fire is started in the center of the furnace floor.
The fire should be kept burning at least 18 hours
and longer if time allows. The longer the drying
out period, the better. If the setting is heated too
rapidly, the outer layer of refractory will dry first,
shrink away from the remainder and cracks will
result. Also, with rapid heating, steam formed in
the refractory, especially in a thick wall, may not
be able to seep out without developing pressure.
Do not allow the steam pressure to exceed 100
lbs. during this period. Removal of an air reg
ister allows more wood to be added.

The furnace may 'al~o be dried out with an in
termittent oil fire using the smallest size sprayer
plate and rotating the fire from one burner to
another every half hour. The pressure should not
be allowed to exceed 100 lb. Drying out may be
completed III a minimum of 12 hours, although 24
or 36 hours is more desirable. At the end of this
time the pressure may be raised to working pres
sure and the boiler cut in on the line if necessary.
The furnace will be dried out but 12 to 24 hours
of steaming at normal capacity is required to
cure the refractory. If the boiler is to be cooled
down again, close all openings and allow to cool
slowly. If possible, enter the furnace to check
the drying out and look for cracks or excessive
shrinkage.

Drying out may be accomplished simultaneously
with the boiling out process if the initial firing rate
is kept very low and increased slowly.

Inspection
Because of the possible presence of inflammable

or noxious vapors in the steam generator, it is
extremely important to ventilate the unit thor
oughly before entering for inspection of pressure
parts. It is also important to make sure, before
entering the unit, that all valves which might per
mit the entrance of steam or water are tagged,
closed and secured by a lock or wiring.

Make a thorough inspection of the internal sur
faces and, if any scum or oil is present, repeat the
boiling-out procedure. It is advisable to run a
rag on a rod through various tubes to determine
their condition. Black smudge may be found at the
ends of a tube in a new steam generator even
though the remainder of the tube may be clean. A
slight trace of this black deposit is not harmful
and it may be wiped out with a rag which has
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been moistened with a non-oily, non-poisonous
cleaning fluid; however, if the black smudge is
greasy or if any other oil or grease is found, it
will be necessary to boil out the pressure parts
again.

Before closing up the drum, check the internals
including baffles, chemical feed line and regulator
damping chamber to see that they are secure and
that holes are not clogged. On a boiler that has
been in service examine for scale deposits and
corrosion. Pitting of the drum at the waterline or
above is usually a sign of oxygen in the feedwater.
Also examine the desuperheater and the feed
line applying hydrostatic test if necessary to check
tightness. Check dry pipe making sure holes or
slots are not plugged.

The internal surfaces of the superheater tubes
should be inspected for scale deposits. Scale indi
cates carryover and will quickly result in a warped
superheater and tube failures.

When examining the fireside, the soot blowers
should be rotated from the outside. Check align
ment of the holes so that steam will not impinge on
the tubes, and also that the soot blower elements
are straight and not chafing on the tubes. Elements
may be straight but the boiler tubes warped so
that chafing occurs.

On a boiler that has been in service, check for
blistered or sagged tubes. Look for soot deposits
in the air heater, economizer, economizer vestibules
and the superheater bank. Examine the soot
blower bearings, edges of the superheater support .
plates, access doors and openings for corrosion.
See that baffles are secure and dampers operating.
Inspect refractory to see that headers, drums,
doors, doors frames, etc. are adequately protected.
Measure the thickness of the brick wall to deter
mine if erosion necessitates renewal. Determine
the depth of the floor by measuring from the top
of the floor to the centerline of the burner. If the
floor is too high because of slag deposits it should
be renewed as flame impingement will build up
more carbon deposits.

Encrustations around handholes indicate leaks.
Gaskets or ferrules should be replaced and encrus
tations rernoved as they are corrosive.

Examine the air casings under the burners for
oil which may be a fire hazard.

Before closing up and filling the boiler, be sure
the bottom blow valve is closed.
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Initial Starting.

Before starting a new boiler for the first time,
make sure all gages, thermometers and test con
nections have been installed and are operating.
Check all auxiliary equipment such as feedwater
regulators and indicators, valves, combustion con
trol system and soot blowers. Read carefully the
sections under "Operation" and "Operating Pre
cautions". Before cutting in the boiler it is im
perative that the safety valves be blown and reset,
if necessary, to lift at the proper pressures. The
superheater safety valve must lift before the
main safety valves to give adequate protection to
the superheater.

It is desirable to limit the firing rate to low
loads for a few days to thoroughly dry out and
cure the refractory and also to ascertain that all
auxiliary equipment functions properly.

LAYING UP BOILERS
(Sectian 2-7)

A boiler not in use should not be allowed to stand
partially filled with water for lorig periods. If it
is expected that the boiler will be out of service.
for more than a day, fill the boiler, economizer and
superheater completely with water to give protec
tion against corrosion. Care should be taken to
see that the boiler is completely filled by building
up 20 or 30 lb. pressure and venting at high
points. Make sure that leaking valves do not allow
the gradual entrance of steam or feedwater from
other boilers, as serious corrosion will result.

To fill the boiler, deaerated feedwater should be
used, adding chemicals to give a final boiler alka
linity of 20 to 30 gr. per gallon. This should be

checked occasionally as the alkalinity will gradually
decrease. Either provide means for recirculating
the feed water when filling or add sufficient soda
ash or caustic soda before the boiler is filled. Add
ing these later with no circulation may result in
spots of concentrated alkalinity. If possible, light
a fire under the boiler before it is completely
filled to circulate the chemicals and drive off any
oxygen. The filling of the boiler and the super
heater may then be completed. Do not use the
wet lay-up method if danger of freezing exists.
Be sure the superheater-is drained before putting
the boiler in service again.

If the boiler is to be laid up for a prolonged
period it is best laid up using one of the com
mercial preservatives available to coat all internal
surfaces or else it may be laid up dry. If laid up
dry it is important that it be drained completely,
using an air hose to blow water out of any pockets
that are not self draining and mopping up water
remaining in the drums. Check all valves for tight
ness. A number of shallow pans containing a de
hydrating agent such as silica gel, quicklime or
calcium chloride should be placed in each drum
and the boiler closed up tightly. This dehydrating
agent should be examined every 3 months and
replaced whenever it has absorbed enough moisture
to make it ineffective.

Before laying up a boiler it should be thoroughly
cleaned on the fireside. Soot deposits, especially
when damp, are highly corrosive and if allowed to
remain may result in serious damage to the casings
and pressure parts. All openings to the furnace
should be tightly closed and the stack covered.
Better protection may be had with special fireside
preservatives sprayed on the tubes.
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BOILER FEED WATER
(Section 2.&)

Sea Water Distillate
Practically all waters used for boiler feed pur

poses contain some impurities which are undesir
able. The distillate obtained from evaporation of
sea water should not contain more than 0.5 grain
per gal. of chloride. Even then small amounts
of all the other salts found in sea water will be
found in the distilled water and eventually will
enter the boiler with the ft1<iKe-up feed water.
The soap hardness of water distilled from sea water
normally will show 'less than 0.3 grain per gal.
of hardness when the chloride content is not over
0.5 grain per gal.

Shore Water
All shore waters contain varying amount of

contaminating salts, depending on the character
of the rocks, sand, and earth over which they
have flowed and on the extent and nature of
municipal treatment to which they have been
subjected. The impurity content of shore water
will always be higher and, more important, will
be chemically and proportionately different from
that of the evaporated water which water-treat
ment is designed to control. Water received
from shore should not be used in the boilers
(except in emergency) without first being evap
orated in the ship's distilling plant. If necessary
to use shore water without distillation, the water
should be tested and only a neutral water, low in
hardness, should be accepted for temporary use
during the emergency. A neutral water is one
which is colorless with phenolphthalein indicator
and green with methyl-purple indicator. The
evaporation of shore water, in order to obtain
satisfactory feed water for the boilers, may result
in depositing on the evaporator tubes an extremely
hard scale different from that resulting from
evaporation of sea water.

Salt-Water Contamination
Feed water shall be maintained as free from

impurities as possible. This requirement involves
careful attention to the entire plant through which
the water passes, either in the form of steam or
as water, for, even though water used as make-up
feed be excellent at the time of its entry into the
system, it may absorb impurities from the various
parts of the installation.

Section 2.B

BOILER FEED WATER

The most common source of contamination of
the water in boilers is salt-water leakage into the
fresh-water system. The principal parts of the
system where this leakage may occur are listed
below:

(I) Condensers: main, auxiliary, and dynamo.

(2) Salt-water-cooled air-ejector condensers.

(3) Distilling plants.

(4) Salt-water-cooled gland-exhaust con
densers.

(5) Leaky bottom-blow valves on idle boilers.

(6) Leaky feed suction and drain lines which
run through bilges.

(7) Leaky seams and rivets in reserve feed
tanks.

Condensate Leakage

Condensers are the most common source of
salt-water leakage into the feed water system.
Particular attention should be given to establish
ing a routine to detect leakage of salt water into
the fresh-water side of condensers. In most in
stallations, the condensate consistently contains
no more than 0.5 grain per gal. of chloride. Any
consistent increase above this value is a definite
indication of a leak. When a leak is detected, it
should be corrected as soon as operating condi
tions will permit dismantling the unit affected.

Effect of Condensate
Carry-Over

Whenever the condensate from any condenser
shows the presence of chloride to be above the
usual operating value, it is well to check the
steam from the boilers by testing a sample of
water from one of the steam drain lines. Such
a steam-eondensate sample should be tested for
both alkalinity and chloride since a small amount
of alkalinity may affect the chloride determina
tion. The results of the steam-eondensate ana
lyses will indicate whether or not there is any
carry-over of boiler water in sufficient quantity
to give more than normal chloride readings in
the condensate. Sudden large increases in ship
speed may cause carry-over from the boilers. The
effect of this carry-over on. the chloride in the
condensate will be more pronounced the higher
the chloride content of the boiler water.
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Source of Contnmination.

It is of the greatest importance that any unu
sual rise in the chloride content in the ked
tanks, feed water, or boilers be investigated at
once and the source of the leakage found and
corrected. To locate these sources, test the fresh
water from different units in the system, and
where possible cut out the elements one at a
time until the feed water freshens. A test for
chloride in the feed water should be made each
time one of the elements is cut out. Before making
a test, the plant should be allowed to operate for
several minutes without this element in commis
sion so that the chloride concentration of the feed
water due to that element may have time to be
diluted with salt-free water.

Leaking Lines in Bilges

The system may be salted up by leaky feed
suction lines which run through the bilges. Such
leaks will also be responsible for some loss of
make-up feed water. Periodic tests of feed-suction
lines should be made as very often leaks will exist
which are responsible not only for a loss of fresh
water but for loss of pumping efficiency when the
lines are being used.

Elimination of Air in
Feed Water

It is imperative that all possible precautions
be taken to eliminate dissolved air from the boiler
feed water in order to reduce corrosion of boilers
and. particularly, of economizers. Elimination
consists in correcting all possible sources of air
leakage into the feed system and of maintaining
the efficiency of the deaerating equipment. Where
open hot wells are used, it is recommended to keep
temperature as close to 212 deg. F. as possible,
so as not to absorb air from the atmosphere.
This can be accomplished by the installation of a
small heating coil in the hot well. The hot well
should be tightly covered, with a minimum open
ing for observation.

Elimination of Oil and Grease
The presence of oil and grease in the feed water

and in the boilers is a frequent occurrence. The
following precautions should be effective in pre
venting any oil from reaching the boilers:

( 1) In general, it is not necessary to use oil
for the internal lubrication of the steam cylinders
or valve chests of any reciprocating machinery.
Saturated steam provides enough water of conden
sation to give the necessary lubrication, and in
superheated steam units the metals used are usually
designed to operate satisfactorily without lubrica
tion. The use of a pure mineral oil may be used
in special cases. Only a light. smooth coating
of petrolatum shall be applied to the inside of
cylinders at specified inspections.

(2) Very little lubrication of rods is necessary
and this lubrication shall be kept at a minimum
by the use of small quantities of mineral oil at
each application. With main reciprocating engines
using forced lubrication, the oil from such parts
as crossheads and guides should be prevented
from splashing on the piston rods or valve stems.

(3) When filters or grease extractors are fitted,
they always should be used and kept in efficient
condition.

(4) Filtering material should be cleaned or re
newed as often as found necessary. Special pre
cautions and instructions when using diatoma
ceous-earth filter-aid should be observed.

(5) Drains from fuel oil heaters and from heat
ing coils in lubricating oil tanks and fuel oil
tanks always shall be passed through an inspec
tion tank before discharging into the feed system.
Frequent inspections of these tanks are necessary
in order that the presence of oil will be discovered
soon after its first appearance, in order that drains
may be diverted to the bilge until the source of
contamination is removed.

Avoid Excessive Make-Up
It is necessary to add to the system make-up

feed water to replace water lost by leakage. All
boilers, piping. glands, and valves should be kept
tight and in efficient condition. The amount of
make-up feed used per hour in port and per mile
under way should be checked daily and every
effort made to keep these amounts at a low and
consistent level. The use of excessive quantities
of make-up feed indicates lack of attention to one
of the most important details connected with
operating the engineering plant of a vessel. The
amount of make-up feed water used by a ship is
usually a fair indication of the overall engineer
ing efficiency.
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Section 2-8

BOILER FEED WATER

FIGURE 2. SUGGESTED METHOD OF COOLING BOILER

WATER SAMPLES FROM SALINOMETER CONNECTION.

70° F. Figure 2 shows a typical cooler. Samples
of water for analysis should be taken in clean
containers, should be free from suspended matter,
and should be protected from contamination dur
ing the time between sampling and analysis. If
the sample bottle is not stoppered tight, alkaline
samples will absorb carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere reconverting the hydroxide to car
bonate, so that erroneously low results for alka
linity will be obtained with the phenolphthalein
titration.

Boiler-Water Hardness

The occurrence of boiler-water hardness usu
ally is evidence either that the make-up feed water
contains excessive hardness or that the boiler con
tains considerable scale, although false soap hard
ness may result from the presence of zinc supplied
either by condenser corrosion or from galvanized
storage tanks. The amount of compound which is
added to maintain the proper alkalinity should
simultaneously insure zero hardness of the boiler
water if proper feed water is used. The source of
any unusual hardness in the boiler or feed water
should be searched tot, found, and corrected. If
the boiler water consistently shows hardness, and
the measures taken fail to remedy this condition,
competent feedwater treatment concern should be
consulted.

Securing Boifer Water
Samples For Analysis

When taking water samples for analyses, it is
particularly important that the sampling connec
tion first be thoroughly flushed to insure obtaining
samples that are truly representative of the water
in the boiler and to remove sediment which may
be trapped in the connection. Coolers should be
installed in the line from the connection with the
Salinometer valve to cool the boiler-water sam
ples to approximately 100° F. except that samples
for dissolved oxygen test must be cooled below

COOLING WATER

OUTrET
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Section 3-1

MAINTENANCE

Part til - MAINTENANCE

BOILER AND WATERWALL
(Section 3-1)

The most important item in the care of boiler
tubes is to keep them dean inside and out. The
outside is kept dean by the use of soot blowers
and the inside by careful attention to the water
treatment. It is recommended the tubes be tur
bined throughout with soft wire brush as often
as is found necessary. The tubes nearest the
furnace will require the most cleaning. as they
are exposed to the highest gas temperatures,
and consequently scale has the greatest tendency
to form in them.

The firesides of a boiler present more of a
problem. Soot accumulations are removed with
the soot blowers and, periodically, by removing
the access doors and hand lancing and scraping.
For deposits of soot and slag that resist these
methods the operator may resort to water washing.

WATER WASHING
(Section 3-2)

When gas passages have been clogged to such
an extent that mechanical cleaning is ineffective,
the firesides should be cleaned by hot-water wash
ing. This procedure should not be used indis
criminately and is ordinarily necessary only for
inaccessible superheaters and economizers. The
following should be kept in mind when resorting
to water washing:

1I0ZZLE

LENGTH AS REOUIRED FOR
DEPTH OF BOILER TUBE BAN~...

FIGURE 1. WATo. LANCE FOR ApPLYING WA=
LOCALLY WHEN WATER WASHING.

(1) Possibility of damage to brickwork

(2) Possibility of acid corrosion of tubes and
drums

(3) Availability of sufficient fresh water

(4) Protection of electrical equipment around
or under the boiler. Boilers shall be dried
out carefully immediately after water wash
ing.

(5) Because of damage caused by water wash
ing, it should be resorted to only when all
other methods have failed.

Methods
In general, there are two approved procedures

for water washing:

(1) Use of a water lance, see Fig. 1.

(2) Use of soot blowers for distributing the
water in the tube nests.

The first method requires less water and re
sults in less wetting of the boiler and refractories
but has the disadvantage that all parts of the tube
nests cannot be reached. The second method re
quires more water and results in considerable
wetting of the boiler but has the advantage of
the washing action of a large quantity of water.
When sufficient water is available, best results
can be attained by employing a combination of
the two methods. The procedure described below
involves the use of both methods. When neces
sary to conserve water, use the lance method. The
latter will ordinarily be found sufficient for econ
omizers and (when necessary to wash) the gen
erating, waterwall, and water screen tube banks.

Procedure
Open, remove, or loosen access doors and

panels to provide access to the firesides and drain
age from the furnace, and around drums and
headers. It may be found desirable only to loosen
certain panels to reduce splashing on adjacent
machinery or personnel. Line up a fire and bilge
pump for pumping the waste water overboard.

Install canvas shields or gutters where prac
ticable to reduce wetting of the refractories or
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TUBE REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
(Section 3-3)

Screen, waterwaIl, roof and floor tubes, or any
tubes in or near the furnace and superheater tubes,
may be plugged in case of failure, but should be
replaced at the first opportunity.

When plugging tubes on the fire side of the
furnace, the following factors should be taken into
consideration:

(1) Screen tubes-plugging orremoval of these
tubes will tend to increase superheat temperature.

(2) Wall tubes-;-r~n1oval or plugging of ad
j acent side, rear or roof tubes endangers the
refractories.

(3) Floor tubes-plugging or removal of floor
tubes should be held at an absolute minimum,
since loss of these tubes will effect the circulation
in the furnace wall tubes.

(4) Superheater-plugging or removing super
heater tubes will increase pressure drop through
the superheater, therefore, the number of tubes out
of use in anyone pass should be held at a minimum.

Tubes in the' main tube bank may be plugged
in case of failure. Because of the large number
of generating tubes in the main tube bank, the
loss of several tubes will not effect the performance
of the steam generator.

Boiler Tubes
If it should become necessary to renew a boiler

tube, the defective tube is removed as follows:

1. Working from the inside of the drum (steam
or water drum) use a round nose chisel and chip
off flare (sometimes called the bell) of the tube
to be removed, until the tube end becomes flush
with the drum. Extreme care must be exercised
in this operation so as not to dig the chisel into
the drum.

2. Use an acetylene torch or any heating torch,
heat the inside of the tube to a dull red. Allow
tube to air cool.

3. Burn, chip, or hack saw both ends of the
tube at furnace side approximately 1" to 2" from
tube sheets, taking care not to harm tube sheets.
After both ends of the tube have been cut from
the drums, the tube is pulled out through the
tube bank and removed from the furnace. Boiler
tubes located in the front of the superheater are
removed through the burner opening. Tubes 10-

Section 3.3

TUBE REMOVAL & REPLACEMENT

cated in the main tube bank are removed through
the access door placed at the bottom of the casing.

4. Insert driving tool· (made up to correct
size and gage of tube) into the tube and drive
the tool with a small mall. This will free the
tube ends from the drums.

5. To remove tube ends without cutting flares
off as above paragraph 1 describes, flush cut
tubes next to drums on fire side and drive into
drums.

When installing a new tube, first properly clean
the tube seat to the bare metal using a fine emery
cloth. Inspect the seat to check that no spirals or
grooves remain in the tube seat.

The spare tubes may be protected with an
internal coating which, if not removed, will act
the same as scale in service. This should be
thoroughly removed and the outside as well as
inside of the tube at the ends must be free of
burs and cleaned bright with fine emery cloth.

The tube is then placed in the drum holes and
rolled with the proper expander for the tube size,
gage and sheet thickness.

To remove waterwall tubes, follow instructions
in paragraphs 2, 4 and 5, substituting the word
"headers" for "drums";

The amount a tube should be expanded can
only be determined from experience.

Tubes should be cleaned internally after ex
panding.

Superheaters
To cut out a superheater tube, first remove the

handhole plugs from the header opposite the ends
of the tube to be removed. Access to the super
heater header is by means of panels or doors in the
boiler casing.

Remove the adjacent plugs above or below
this point to admit a light and to give better
access for working. The tube should be cut at the
U-bend end and one side taken out at a time. Use
an acetylene torch and heat the tube end to be re
moved to a dull red. Allow the tube to air cool
for shrinking. The bell end of the tube being
removed is to be crimped in or cut off. Insert tube
driver (made up to correct size and gage of tube)
into the tube and drive the tool with a small mall.
Pull tube at the U-bend end with a turn buckle
or small chain hoist, taking up slack on turn buckle
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Step 1: Cut the superheater element at the D
bend end removing V-bend in order to
take out one side at a time. Assemble
cutter shank extensions and insert
through tube from the V-bend end.
Attach pilot from hand hole end that
fits nearest ID of expanded tube and
attach weld removing cutter. Assemble
sleeve, feed nut and washer over driving
shank and screw into extension. Insert
spacer and additional pipe spacer as
necessary between sleeve and end of tube.
With the use of an air motor or electric
drill to turn "driving shank, feed cutter
hy backing feed nut until weld is removed
(approximately 1/16").

Step 2: Remove spacer. Back entire mechanism
into header, replace cutter with tube
removing reamer and proceed as in
Step I,' until tube is entirely free from
header. When reamer has penetrated
tube for above %", remove the pilot and
continue reaming. Clean tube seat thor
oughly of any particles of tube, paying.
special attention to the grooves.

/
TUBE

STEP"1C'

STEP"S"

FIGURE 4. EXPANDER FOR ROLUNG TUBES IN MAIN
BOILER TUBE BANK AND THE SUPERHEATER ELEMENTS.

Section 3-4

EXPANDING TUBES

Step 3: Insert new tube to within 1/16" from
inside face of header. Expand tube in
seat by using expander with mandrels,
universal joint and extension.

Step 4: Seal weld tubes as per instructions on
arrangement drawing of superheater.

Step 5: Remove any weld splatter projecting
over inside edge of tube or inside of tube.

EXPANDING TUBES
(Section 3.4)

The proper use of expanders is of utmost im
portance in the installation of tubes. The process
of expanding is a most severe application of power
and unless care is used, tubes and tube seats can
be badly damaged.

Tubes should be expanded just enough to secure
tightness so that ample "life" may be left in the
metal for future expanding should it be found nec
essary. The judgment of the operator must govern
the proper amount of rolling.

Description of Expanders
An expander consists of three or five expanding

rolls and one or two belling rolls, held in place by
a cage. A tapered mandrel fits thru a hole in the
center of the cage. The rolls are set at an angle

.to the longitudinal axis of the body so that when
the mandrel is rotated in a clockwise direction, it
provides the pull or feed necessary to move the
mandrel forward. As the mandrel moves forward,
the rolls are forced outward expanding the tube to
its-seat.

The rolls are tapered to match the taper on the
mandrel, so that they will expand the tube parallel
to the seat. Selection of the proper expander to be
used is important. Factors governing the selection
include size and gage of the tube and the thick
ness of the seat in the drum or header. Cornposi
tion of the tube, wall thickness and diameter may
also affect the selection of the proper taper. Less

FIGURE 5. SNAP GAGE:.
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Section 3-4

EXPANDING TUBES

off the end of a tube from the expanding opera
tion, it cannot get into a tube seat into which a
tube has not been expanded.

When starting to expand a tube, the expander
should be set into the tube, with approximate one
half of the straight rolls in the tube so that the
expander will move into the tube as the mandrel
is rotated. The proper setting can only be deter
mined by experience as it is necessary to set the
expander back farther from the end of the tube
when expanding into a thick tube sheet than when
expanding into a thin tube sheet. The expanding
operation should be stopped when the small end of
the belling roll is in line with the inside edge of
the seat. If the tube has not been sufficiently ex
panded when the small end of the belling roll
reaches the inside edge of the seat, the expander
should be removed and the rolling operation re
peated as outlined above. Do not let the small end
of the belling roll pass the end of the seat as it
will cut the tube, round the seat or pull the tube
into the drum.

For starting to expand economizer tubes, the
thrust collar should be set so that the distance:
from its seating surface to the front end of the

belling roll is the same as the distance from the
handhole surface to the face of the tube sheet.
When the expander is in place. it should be set so
that the thrust collar is approximately y. f/ to y,i It

from the seating. that is 0" to M" of travel left.

UNIVERSAL EXTENSION~
Iu.. sleeve or b.shinQ 1o

prol.cl handholl seall

FIGURE 9. EXPANDER WITH UNIVERSAL JOINTED
MANDREL FOR WATER WALL ROUND HEADERS.

TOP VIEW

RATCHET WRENCH GEAR DRIVE TRAIN OF GEARS END VIEW
FIGURE 8. EXPANDING TUBES IN WATER HEADERS WITH HAND HOLES 90 DEC. FROM THE TUBE HOLES.
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Section 3-5

HANDHOLE PLUGS

INSTALLING AND REMOVING
HANDHOLE PLUGS

(Section 3-5)

Check Drawing for types of handholes used
on this installation.

Before installing handhole plugs, all plug seats,
plugs and gaskets or ferrules should be carefully
cleaned. Powdered graphite and water should be
used on the threads of all plugs, to prevent the
nuts from freezing after the equipment has been
in service.

Particular care must be taken when reinstalling
old plugs to see that all rust and scale is removed.

rnstall nut hand tight as shown in "A" of Fig. 10.
Hold make-up plate firmly against header and
tighten nut with wrench, tapping the plate back
against the header after each small increment
of tightening. The plug must not be allowed to
bind unless the plate is fully in contact with the
header.

Draw the plug in as far as possible with the
wrench, then remove make-up plate, coat stud
with a water and graphite mixture and install
the standard handhole plate and tighten nut se
curely. Note that the plug must be drawn in
hard in order to compress the ferrule properly
and make a sealed joint as shown in "C" of Fig.
10.

t

D E F

To Install the Taper Plug (no lip)
Assemble the plug complete using make-up

plate. Coat the threads on the handhole plug with
a mixture of graphite and water and lightly coat
both sides of the ferrule with clean, light machine
oil. Keep the square edge of the ferrule outside
and the bevel end against the plug.

Insert the plug into the seat and bring the make
up plate firmly against the header, similar to
sketch "B" of Fig. 10. Slowly draw up the plug,
using a wrench and tap the plate lightly to facili
tate tightening and proper seating of the plug and
ferrule.

When completely tightened and properly seated,
remove make-up plate and replace with permanent
handhole plate.

I. Nut
2. Handhole Plate
J. Ferrule or Gasket

FIGURE 11. 2" STANDARD (STRAIGHT TAPER) HAND
HOLE PLUG.

PLUG ASSEMBLY

WITH NUT PULLED UP
PL.UG ASSEMBLY

PLATE

Inspection

To remove plug for inspection, remove- nut and
plate and lightly crimp the projecting end of the
gasket at two points to hold gasket in place. Next
screw lifting tool into stud or fasten a wire around
the stem of the plug, thread pipe nipple over

REFERENCE LIST

4. Handhole Plug
5. Lifting Tool
6. Make-up Plate

Screw the lifting tool into the end of the stud,
pass the plug through the handhole and draw it
squarely in against the header wall (see Fig. 10
above). Wipe both sides of the ferrule with light,
clean machine oil and insert in hole. Keep the
square edge of the ferrule outside and the beveled
end against the plug.

Slip the make-up plate over the stud, making
sure that the ferrule is entered in the grooved
plate and is true and squarely seated on the plug.

FIGURE 10. LIP TYPE HANDHOLE PLUG DETAILS.

To Install the Lip Type Plug

LMCF00123
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ELLIPTiCAL HANDHOlE SEAT GRINDER

For repairing minor defects in elliptical hand
holes, an Elliott Handhold Seat Grinder is sug
gested. This unit is designed to hold a grinding
wheel in one plane while permitting its free
movement in that plane. It is driven by either
an air or electric motor, the drives being inter
changeable.

The unit is set up for use by threading a face
plate to a handhole plate stud of an adjacent
handhole. An adjusting plate is screwed to the
face place on a ball joint, and adjusted by four
leveling screws. TJiis" plate rigidly controls the
alignment of the grinding wheel relative to the
seat face. The grinder can be set up to work at
any angle.

The width of the seat to be ground is controlled
by a guide roller on the spindle housing, which
bears against the side of the handhole. Guide
rollers can be supplied in four diameters and
four different diameters of grinding wheels are
available. Adapters for ~" and 1II handhold
studs are furnished. A convenient spacer on the
grinding spindle is used to adjust the level of
the grinding wheel for various thickness of headers.

Handholes of any shape can be ground. Any
handhole within range of the unit can be faced
with a single setting. In case the reach is greater
than 11Y:t", an extension link can be furnished.

Operating Instructions

The handhole grinder is assembled with the
grinding wheel ahead of the spindle collar for
use in grinding heavy headers. For thin headers
it will be necessary to assemble the spindle collar
in front of the grinding wheel. Before setting
tip the grinder, measure the distance between the
top of the header and the top of the yoke. This
should be approximately 2 in. If it is less, use
washers between the leveling plate and the top of
the yoke. A good job of leveling the grinder
reduces the grinding time and results in a smoother
seat.

1. Remove the leveling plate from the grinder
assemble by unthreading the ball nut.

2. In a handhole within reach of the grinder,
assemble a handhole plate and yoke, then
thread the leveling plate on the stud (plate
has a l"U. S. thread) and set up tight.

Section 3·5

HANDHOLE PLUGS

For other thread sizes of studes an adapter
is used between the stud and leveling plate.

3. Insert the grinding wheel in the handhole to
be refaced. Turn the adjusting lock nut clock
wise to the limit of travel.

4. Assemble the grinder onto the leveling plate,
adjust the grinder to the best working posi
tion and tighten the ball nut by hand.

FIGURE 14. ASSEMBLY OF Am-DRIVEN HANDHOLE

SEAT GRINDER.

S. 'While turning the drive nut with the fingers,
turn the adjusting lock nut counter-clockwise
until the grinding wheel contacts the gasket
face lightly.

6. Turn the adjusting screws, with the Tvhandle
wrench, while twirling the drive nut, until
the wheel contact is uniform around the entire
seat.

7. Turn the adjusting lock nut clockwise to
remove the grinding wheel from contact with
the gasket s~t.

8. Attach the motor drive unit by threading
the motor onto the housing lock nut.

LMCF00124
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«
the handhole is out of round, it is advisable to true
it up with a 5-roll expander.

For operation of the tool proceed as follows:

1. Measure the thickness of the header material
in the handhole.

2. Measure the same distance on the handhole
reseating tool, making adjustments by adding
or subtracting some of the thrust washers,
see Fig. 15 until the distance from the bottom
spacer collar to the center of the rolls is such
that when the tool is inserted in the header
handhole, the bearing surface will fall approxi-
mately in the middle of the rolls.

3. Lubricate the rolls and the washers slightly.

4. Screw back the feed nut until the rolls fall
back in the roller head.

S. Insert the reseating tool in the header hand-
hole.

6. Tighten feed nut hand tight.

7. Place ratchet wrench on the end of the man-

t. dre!.

8. Drop latch so that it engages with the feed
nut.

Section 3-5

HANDHOLE PLUGS

9. Rotate to the right approximately 45 deg.

10. Remove latch so as to stop feed.

11. Roll until tension is relieved.

12. Repeat steps No. 8 to 11 until a handhole
seat of the required width is obtained, or
until the marred surface of the header seat
is refinished.

Precautions
1. The header surface where the spacer collar

seats should be examined and must be perfectly
true and at 90 deg. with the handhole opening.

2. Dimension for tapered seat as shown in Fig.
16 of handhole seat should be kept accurate, too
wide a seat would make it difficult to make a tight
joint.

Caution
3. Do not feed too rapidly and check continu

ously that latch feed does not slip into place, when
roIling is commencing.

4. This tool must be used with discretion; as
over rolling or improper use may result in serious
damage.
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ECONOMIZERS
Welded Return Bend Design

(Section 3-6)

Access Doors
Insulated access doors are installed at each end

of the economizer. The doors at the rear of the
economizer must be removed for' access to the
handhole plugs in the headers. These doors must
be removed to examine welded joints for tight
ness. Doors at the front of the economizer, in
addition to the above, are removed for tube removal
and cleaning.

Internal Inspection

For internal inspection of the elements the hand-
hole plate must be removed. Refer to Fig. 2.

(1) Screw plug lifting tool into stud.

(2) Remove nut, piece No.7.

(3) Remove plate, No.6.

(4) Slip pipe over lifting tool.

(5) Drive plug into the header by tapping pipe
as shown in view D of Figure 10 Section
3-5 Handhole Plugs (pg. 9).

(6) Crimp ferrule (or gasket) part No.8 Fig.
2 using crimping tool (Fig. 3) and remove
from header.

(7) Remove plug (5) by means of lifting tool.

Taking Economizer Element
Out of Service

To take any element out of service, plug off the
entire stream which is affected by it. Place tube
plugs in the inlet (top) and outlet (bottom) head
ers of the elements of the lane in which the leak
occurs-thereby blocking off the entire pass.

SPACER WASHER

/

FIGURE 1. SECTION THROUGH FORGED STEEL HEADER
SHOWING METHOD OF REMOVTNG THE PLUG FROM AN
EcONOMIZ-p. TUBE THAT HAS BEEN PLUGGED TO PER
MIT OPERATION WITHOUT WAITING FOR REPAIRS.
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FHlltJ1' OF"
ECONOMIZER

FIGURE 2. STANDARD U-BEND ECONOMUEll. ELEMENT
CONNECTED TO HEADERS WITH WELDED RETURN BENDS.

REFERENCE LIST

I. Tube Sheets 9. Headers Inlet or Outlet
2. Extended Surface Rings 10. Spacer Ring
J. Economizer Tubes 11. Spacers
4. Sealing Rings 12. Spacer Washer
5. Hand Hole Plug 13. Tube Tack Weld to
6. Hand Hole Plate Spacer
~N~ I~R~mB~

8. Ferrule or Gasket 15. Return Bend Weld

The flow of water through the individual passes
of the economizer is shown by the drawing in
Section I-under "Description of Economizer" in
the first section of this book. This drawing must be
followed to determine the passes of water through
the economizer. Carefully check the drawing to
determine the pass in which leak occurs so that
the elements at both the inlet and outlet header
of this pass can be plugged.

The tube plug for this purpose should have a
taper of yg" in 3y.i" length or 15/32" per 12".
The tube plug and plug extractor are shown in
Figure L

Removing Economizer Elements

Burn, or preferably cut off (using hack saw)
both return bends (14) Fig. 2 from effected ele
ment at four places where the return bends are
welded. This cut should be made through the weld
(15). This is necessary for accessibility in install
ing and aligning new element. Chip the tack weld
(13) to spacer on effected element only. 1£ one

~~)========3J§J t
Ci :

FIGURE 3. CRIMPING TOOL FOR REMOVINC HANDHOLE
GASKET.
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i.
! 1. Thoroughly clean split chill ring and install

it in the return bend. See Fig. 7.

2. Fit bend to tube and tack weld the tube in
place.

3. Apply first weld head using 18" Fleetweld
#5 or #85 electrode.

4. Thoroughly clean the weld with a rotating
wire brush or peen weld if more practicable.

5. Apply a sufficient number of welding passes

Section 3-6
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to build weld up flush with tube and bend. Clean
each pass thoroughly as described above.

6. Apply a final weaving pass covering the
weld.

After return bend is welded in place, tack weld
tube to spacer in four places (Fig. 2, #13).

Replace handhole plugs and test the welded
joints under pressure. If tight, replace economizer
doors.

LMCF00127 3
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REFRAcTORIES

General Description

Why refractories and insulation?

The primary reasons for the use of materials
of this nature are to confine the temperatures
resultant from the combustion process in the de
sired areas, maintain uniform furnace temperature,
to aid in supporting combustion and to protect
vital parts of the steam generator from direct
flame impingement or excessive heat.

For simplicity these materials can be divided
into three groups according to their general char
acteristics and uses:

A. Dense Fire Clay Refractories.
(Super duty, special super duty
or high heat duty.)

B. Insulating Refractories.

C. Industrial Insulating Materials
(Block, Blankets, etc.)

(A) Dense Fire Clay Refractories may be sub
divided into many types. This description covers
only those materials common to Marine Steam
Generator furnaces. Fundamentally the function
of the dense fire clay refractories is to take the
abuse or wear resulting from high furnace tem
peratures and direct exposure to gases of com
bustion.

Materials in this group are furnished in' many
different forms and shapes. Those common to
marine boilers and generators are kiln fired fire
brick, such as Empire, Mex-Ko and KX-99, the
plastic andcastable refractories such as Super
Plastic, Super Hybond, Kast-Set and KS-4. The
latter are of such nature that they can be molded
or cast into desired shapes on the job. The KS-4
is a type of high temperature castable made
especially for gun application.

Kiln fired fire brick are provided in standard
and special shapes. The standard are referred to
as series brick. These are designed to eliminate,
to a great extent, undesirable cutting. Special
shapes such as anchor brick, roof tiles, etc. are
made for specific uses and locations.

(B) The Insulating refractories are refractories
having outstanding insulating qualities. These

Section 3.7
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materials possess the property of insulating value
at elevated temperatures. Their use will be cov
ered later. Similar to the dense refractorv crroup." ,
these are provided in several forms and shapes,
among which are standard shapes and castable
types. An example of the latter is Kast-O-Lite,
a lightweight refractory castable.

(C) Such items as block and blanket insulation,
loose rock wool and insulating cement are identi
fied as Industrial Insulating materials. Generally
these materials are designed for high insulating
efficiencies in a specific temperature range usually
1200 0 to 1900 0 F. These materials do not possess
refractory properties and are therefore used as
backing up and in areas where insulating efficiency
more than refractory properties are desired. This
group has in addition to pre-formed shapes such
castable materials as castable #20, SK-7 and cast
able block mix which are used where it is neces
sary to form special shapes or fill hard-to-get-at
areas. The SK-7 as in the case of KS-4 is made
for gun application.

The materials described above are common to
all Marine Steam Generators in part or as a whole.

Refractories for Sectional Header
Type Steam Generators

The materials used in the furnace and boiler
sections of the sectional header boiler are largely
of standard shapes and sizes. The walls are con
structed with standard 9" straights and series
brick of Mex-Ko super duty fire brick backed by
insulating brick. and/or block insulation.

Anchor brick secured by anchor bolts located on
specified centers are provided to hold the wall
back against the casings. All bricks are bonded
together by a good grade of bonding mortar of
the same characteristics as the clay used to manu
facture the brick. In furnaces having water walls,
i.e.: the Victory Ship boilers and the C2SAJI
class vessels these tubes are backed up by a high
heat duty fire brick such as Empire, backed by
block insulation.

An illustration of typical side wall construction
can be seen in figure 1. The application of ma
terials in the floor and corbell in this type of unit
is also illustrated in this figure. The materials used
in the front wall and burner sections are shown
in figure 2.
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Corbell construction in these units serve a dual
purpose. They are installed using Kast-Set or
Super Plastic (as specified on boiler refractory
drawing) to seal the floor expansion joints and
to protect the wall headers from exposure to direct
furnace heat.

The lower drum in these units is protected by
a refractory wall, referred to as a bridgewall. This
is constructed of either Super Plastic or Kast Set
as specified. It is the practice to anchor these
materials to the drum using special anchors made
for this purpose. The top of this drum is pro
tected by a covering of Kast Set.

Coal fired units of this type equipped with grates
have a higher bridgewall than is common in oil
fired units. This bridgewall is generally con
structed of a slag resisting KX-99 fire brick to
the height above the grate line as specified on
brick work drawing. Either Super Plastic or Kast
Set is then carried up from this point and over the
top of the drum.

Furnace water walls in the "A" or "D" type
units are backed with first quality or super duty
refractories, i.e. Empire or if the latter Mex-Ko.
Dependent upon the unit, these are either 9"
straights and series or square edge tile. This is
then backed with block and blanket insulation.
The same construction is followed for the furnace
roof.

FIG. 3-REFACTORY INSTALLED ON LOWER DRUM AND
FLOOR TUBES OF "D" TYPE STEAM GENERATOR.
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The economizer vestibule and boiler side and
end walls are insulated in the same manner as
described for the same area in the sectional header
boiler. There are some exceptions to this, however.
Some units have walls cast of Castable #20 in
sulation and others were equipped with special
anchored square edge tiles. The vestibule floors
are insulated with two layers of block insulation,
the topmost covered .with insulation coating to
prevent penetration of water or soot into the block.

The superheater header is protected by a panel
of Kast Set poured in place. This serves as pro
tection from the hotter furnace gases that would
cause damage to these headers and tubes. The
casing on the ioop end of the superheater is pro
vided with removable access doors. These doors
are protected with Kast-O-Lite backed with block
insulation.

The refractory and insulating materials used
in these units are designed to withstand the con
ditions normally expected to be found therein.
With proper operation and maintenance, few if
any, difficulties should arise.

Causes of Refractory Failure

Some common refractory failures encoun
tered in marine furnaces are spalling (mechanical,
structural and thermal), slagging and abrasion.
These are considered the major causes. Briefly
the costliest refractory failures can be considered
to be spalling and slagging. There are many
factors that can be related to the causes of spalling
for our purpose.

Spalling

Three basic types of spalling are:

1. Mechanical, sometimes referred to as pinch
ing, is not frequently found to OCcur in furnace
walls. This type of failure is generally caused by
improper location or lack of proper expansion
joints. Fireclay brick expand approximately 0.06
percent at 1800° F. It is therefore important that
expansion joints be properly located, as shown on
drawings.

2. Structural spalling is the type most fre
quently encountered in marine boiler furnaces.
This condition is accelerated by slagging and flame
impingement. Present day oils usually contain
chemicals which act as a flux when deposited
on incandescent fire brick. These fluxes have a

LMCF00129
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should be consulted. Discuss any problems that
rnay arise with your service engineer.

After all old refractory, insulating materials
and debris have been removed all casings and
the floor pan should be examined for defects and
distortions. It is important that these be repaired
before replacing any brickwork or insulation.

In making renewals or repairs, emphasis should
be placed on strict adherence to the boiler refrac
tory drawing and any latest revisions suggested
by your service engineer.

When laying fire brick care should be exercised
to get thin even joints. This is accomplished by
using mortar of a consistency suitable for dipping
the brick. The best side of the brick should be
selected for the furnace interior and after being
dipped on two sides in the mortar, are then fitted
snugly against the next by rubbing until a tight
fit is assured. All joints should be staggered by
placing a soap at the end of the course, or by the
use of a large 9" straight. When placing the
anchor bolts and anchor brick it is important that
the fit be loose enough to permit movement due to
expansion. During the construction of the wall all
excessive mortar should be removed using a wire
brush.

Whenever Super Plastic is to be installed, the
manufacturers' recommendations should be fol
lowed closely. The plastic should be rammed in
place using a three pound maul or an air rammer
made for that purpose. Proper expansion joints
should be provided and the plastic areas should
be divided into sections with contraction cuts.
These cuts are made by scoring the plastic approxi
mately 3" deep with a sharp thin instrument such
as a trowel. After completion of the Super Plastic
work, the surface should be scratched to permit
venting. When using Hybond, it is necessary to
vent the surface by punching holes using a thin rod.

All castable should be dry mixed in a clean
container before adding the water as prescribed
by the manufacturer. Where metal tubes pene
trate into or through the castable or whenever
the castable is anchored with metal anchors, pro
vision should be made for expansion of the metal
within the castable. Wrapping with friction tape
or some other combustible material will serve this
purpose.

Section 3·7
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Firebrick used in the floor should be laid with
staggered joints around the floor. Placing soft
block insulation of I" thickness in the expansion
joints will provide a yj." joint free from debris.

If the boilers are to be water washed it is im
portant not to substitute your insulating products
with some which are soluble in water, as there
is a danger of washing away the backing up in
sulating materials. Wherever possible, water
should be diverted away from the, furnace and
boiler linings.

On repairs where Plastic refractories are to be
used, these materials should be applied last. It is
desirable to light off as soon as possible after this
work is completed. 'INhere castables have been
used the opposite will apply as the castables be
come stronger if permitted to fully air set before
the application of heat.

When all work has been completed, and all
safety precautions have been complied with, a
slow fire (wood if possible) should be started. If
the unit is oil fired the smallest tip possible should
be used. This drying out or baking period will
permit the moisture to escape without building up
captive steam in pockets throughout the lining. It
is advantageous to maintain this fire for 18 to 24
hours if possible. The temperature may be gradu
ally increased until steam is raised.

Patching or minor repairs to the furnace or
boiler linings should be made as soon as discovered.
This procedure will prevent serious damage to re
fractories and. boiler.

Before any patches can be made to brick sur
faces all slag and loose particles must be removed.
If the patch is to be shallow such as replacing
spalled material, an application of Green Cote as
described before can be made by spraying, brush
ing or troweling. If the extent of the repair is
greater than this, the defective area should be
removed back to solid brick or plastic.

The sides of the hole should be dove tailed to
provide anchorage and Super Plastic rammed into
the patch.

Inspection and necessary repair to the furnace
lining wiit help to provide long and trouble free
refractory life.
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T H ESE instructions are compiled to assist operating
engineers in the servicing of their safety valves. By

following these recommendations it will be found easy
to keep the valves in good condition so that they will

• Stay tight

• Pop at their set pressures

• Open sharply without" any
.

simmer or warn

• Blow down not more than
4cyo. of the set pressure

• Close tight without chatter

LMCF00138
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CROSBY NOZZLE SAFETY VALVES

CROSBY NOZZLE
DESIGN

Many thousands of Crosby NOlzle Safety Varves
are now in use, giving uniformly successful performance
on all classes of service .. They are handling the highest
temperatures and pressures encountered in modern
central stations and in marine power plants, providing
the same boubfe-free performance they 9ive at more
modest temperatures and pressures.

Crosby Noz~le Safety 'Valves have been chosen for
these modern installations because:-0f their freedom
from the perf'lrmance faults of other safety valves; they
have high discharge capacities, stay tight over long
periods of time, operate accurately and surely, have
minimum blowdown, and low maintenance costs. De
signs particularly adapted to meet the various existing
codes are regularly furnished. Crosby valves for
"marine service" meet the latest rules of The Depart...
ment of Commerce, Bureau of Marine Inspection and
Navigation, American Bureau of Shipping and Llovds
Register.

Crosby Nozzfe Valves employ the reaction prin

ciple (see Figure 1) to obtain the grea't capacity,
precise control, low blowdown, smooth operation and
other features of Crosby valves.

The valve opens to-and closes from-a moderate
lift. The high capecitv of the Crosby Nozzle Safety
Valve, is produceq by a secondary, progressively
increasing lift which is distinct from the initi~1 opening.
After the valve has popped to a moderate lift, a
slight accumulation of pressure lifts the disc higher.
This movement progressively exposes an upperedjust
ing ring which deflects the steam Row in a downward
direction through an angle of approximately 180 0

•

The reactionary force resulting from this deflection is
transmitted to the face of the disc lifting it to a higher
position. The higher lift in turn increases the rate of
flow which subsequently increases the 'fitting force
until I'full bore" lift is attained, this lift being readily
attained at 3 percent accumulation (overpressure)
above the set pressure.

Thermal and mechanical distortion of the' valve body
is undesirable and often results in leakage. Crosby
valves are' designed to minimize the effect of body
distortion on the operation of the valves by the use

3

SAFETY VALVES
of "full nozzle" construction, and by the use of
"svnchrc-discs.' "Full noz rles" are screwed into the
body from the flanged (lower) end until the top of
the nozzle flange makes up against the recessed face

of the body. As the bottom of the nozzle' fJange is
in contact with the Face of the boiler-nozzle flange it
is evident that tightenin9 of the 'inlet flange bolts will
result in positive ctamping of the nozzle flange with a
minimum tendency to distort the alignment of the
norz!e in the body. The synchro-disc design, due
to its two-piece construction, is' free to ti'lt slightly
thereby automatically correcting any slight tendencies
of m'isalignment.

The fuff nOlzle construction eliminates threaded
joints under pressure. Nozzles and synchro-discs
(made from the same material) are so designed with
respect to their mass distribution, that they expand
and contract together thereby eliminating'the galling'
of the seating surfaces which would be caused by
unequal mass distribution. Seating surlaces are ffat and

of equal width thereby preventing i~dentation of one
another and are easy to maintain. '

A frequent cause of faulty operation is eliminated
by the use of top guided discs. There are no Feather
guides below the disc to obstruct flow or stick as a
result of expansion or scale f~rmation.

DISc t..

Fig. 1.
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CROSBY NOZZLE SAFETY VALVES

fates above the set pressure, 'he lift will increase until
the maximum lift and rated valve capacity are obtained
at a pressure 3 percent above the set pressure. When

the pressure drops below the set pressure, the lift
gradually diminishes unti] the valve closes sharply,
with a blowdown of not more than 4 percent of the
set pressure and with no simmering or feakag12 after
closing.

Unless a sdfety varve is allowed a proper blowdown,
its operation will be uncertain. The disc moves up 'or

down when the force of the steam under it becomes
greater or less than the ,force of the spring. The greater

the blowdown the greater the operating force$ and the
more positive the valve operation. 3 percent should

be considered a safe minimum bfowdown. If the varve

is set for less blowdown it may not develop its rated
capacity within 3 percent accumulation of pressure. A
valve is not defective if it will not operate properly on

2 percent blcwdown.

The normal working pressure must always be below
the pressure at which the lowest set valve closes. At
the set, or popping pressure of a valve, the steam load
under the disc bala"nces the spring road on top. There
fore the closer the boiler pressure is to the popping

pressure of the valve, the smaller the load holding the
disc down and the more possibility there is of leakage,
with the consequent damage to seats. '

Springs are designed to cover definite ranges of
pressure. If used outside these ranges, the proper

adjustment of the valve becomes difficult or impossible.

SPINDLE UfT NUT

UFTlN6 SEAR. CAM
SWIVEL THROUGH 225 OEGREES

V ALVE TROUBLES
Troubles occurring in the safety valve may be

grouped under three genera1 headings (a) Leakage
(b) Incorrect Popping Pressure, (c) Faulty Operation.

Leakage at normal working pressure is usually
caused by damaged seats or by lodged scale. It is
sometimes possible to blowout lodged scale by giving

several quick pulls on the lifting gear. If this does not

stop the leakage, the seats are probably damaged and
they should be repaired as soon as possible. .

Strains set up in the valve body, either by pipe,

expansion or by weight of unsupported discharge

pipi':l9 also cause leakage. Such leakage can be
stopped by relieving these strains..

Under normal operating conditions, a saf~ty valve
should pop consistently' within the tolerances allowed
by the Code. However, if under these same conditions
the valve should fail to pop within the allowable toler

ances, dirt or scale wedged between the disc holder
and the guide or a deposit of hardened boiler com
pound on the nozzle under the seat may be causing it
to stick. The valve shoufd therefore be dismantled For
cleaning_

If the valve pops too low, the seers may have be
come damaged. low popping pressure is seldom
caused by spring set, although this is considered a
common cause.

Excessive warn, failure Ie close sharply~ or too long
blowdo,wn, indicate improper adjustment, damaged
seats or sticking. IF adjustment does not remedy the
trouble, the valve should be dismantled and examin'ed.

Fig. 3..

5

Fig. 4. Fig. S.
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CROSBY NOZZLE SAFETY VALVES

necessary to break the joint between bonnet and
cooling spool.

A special wrench is necessary to remove nozzle. If
the noz z le should stick due to accumulation of deposit
in the threads, soak in penetrating oil or heat the body
adjacent to the threads.

CONDITIONING SEAT5
The tightness of the va Ive and its proper operation

depend directly on the condition of the seats. Many
safety valve troubles ere due to worn or damaged seats.

. The nozzle seat is on the top of the noz zle being
1 /16 ft wide. The disc, s~.at is of the same diameter and
width. Both seats are flat and it is important that both
surfaces be true, without irreguJarities or scratches. See
Figures 7 and B.

Unless the seats have been damaged by dirt or scale,
lapping the surfaces occasionally' should keep the
valve in good condition. lapping must be very care"
fully done-the seats must be kept perfectly true ..

N'ever tap the disc against its seat. Lap each part
separately using a cast iron lapping block. After the

rough rapping, polish the seating surfaces b'y -using a

small amount of fine compound spread evenly on the
truest side of the block. This 'produces a very smooth
matted finish. In lapping use a semi... rotary motion,
turning the block occasionally to another position.
. The rapping block should be checked frequently on
a surface plate. Do not use a lapping block which is
not perfectly true.

The nozzle seat can be lapped in position after the
top structure of the valve has been disassembled.
Boiler compound, or any other deposit, should be
scraped off tightlv before lapping.

The conical discs must be removed from the disc
holder before lapping. Upon reassembly: the conical

disc should be free to tift srightfy in any direction and
must project slightly beyond the recess in the disc
holder. Do not attempt to machine the conical disc or

the disc herder. Carry spare conical discs.

REMACHINING
If remachininq or other major repairs are necessary I

it is strongly recommended that the valve be .returned

to the factory, because all parts must be accuretelv
centered and the work carefully done. No safety valve
will be tight or will operate properly unless all parts
.line up exactly.

The simplest and most satisfactory way to rernechine

the nozzle seat is by means of the reseating machine,
illustrated in Figure ·9, and· cutters specially designed
for this purpose. This method eliminat-es breaking the
connections or removing the valve from the boiler.

If a Crosby reseating machine is not avaitable the
nozlle~ can be removed from the body or the body
(with the nOlI le in place) may be mounted in a lathe
to effect the necessary machining. It is vit~lIy important
that the part to be machined must tun absolutely true
belore machining is done and that the prcper-seat
contours be machined. Remachining templates are
avaifable for this purpose and are highly recommended.

Some types of Crosby valves, for lower pressures
and temperatures, use what is termed a "solid one ...
piece" disc instead of the "disc..holder and ,conical
disc." These discs may be machined to their proper
contours, using the same template gage (opposite
end) as used for machining the noz rle seat contours.

The machining is best accomplished by the use of a
tool having a pointed nose like a threading tool with
a downward r.aRe of 15 degrees and' a back rake 15
degrees. Take very light cuts using white lead and lard
oil as lubricants.

Fig. 7.

REASSEMBLING
Before reassembling check the followin9

points:-

(1 ) See that nozrle ring is below the seet
ing surface of the nozrle. Leave the nozzle
ring set screw out until valve is completely as·
sembled.

(2) Check the height from the seat to the
top of the valve body with a combination
square aod see that the distance from the un

derside of the guide Range to the bottom of
the adjusting ring is the same. ThisuLEVELI'
setting of ring is illustrated in Figure 11.

7

Fi.g.8.
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JERGUSON GAGE & VALVE CO.
Gages and Valves for the

Observation of Liquids and Levell

87 Fellsway,
Somerville 45, Mass.

MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR JERGUSON FLAT Gh~SS GAGES

Subject:

DISASSEMBLY
Loosen end bolts first, working from alternate ends of the
oover toward the center.

GLASS
COVER
NUT

FIG. 2

BOLT

CUSHION

MICA
~~I=*~GASKET

.....' ......~-CHAMBER

BOLT
CHAMBER
GASKET
GLASS

CUSHION
COVER
NUT

ASSEMBLY
Assemble gage in accordance with the applioable seotional view,
Fig. 1 or Fig. 2, using gaskets as recommended below. Tighten ~

all nuts finger tight, beginning with the center pair and work-
ing toward alternate ends as indicated by the consecutive numbers shown in Fig. 3.
Repeat this procedure inoreasing the bolt torques in inorements of about 5 foot
pounds until the recommended torque as indicated in Table 1 has been reached. This
procedure is necessary to prevent excessive compression of gaskets at one end whioh
would create a bending strain in the glass, and cause breakage. A torque wrenoh is
recommended to insure that a uniform and correct torque is obtained.

PROCESS
GAGES

Gage Series
R-5
R-IO
R-20
R-30

Recommended Torque
30 ft.-lbs.
40 ft.-lbs.
50 ft.-Ibs.
60 ft.-lbs.

Gage Series
T-5
T-IO
T-20
T-30
T-50

Recommended Torque
25 ft.-lbs.
35 ft.-lbs.
45 ft.-lbs.
55 ft.-lbs.
25 ft .-lbs.

STEAM
GAGES---

All models up to 600 W.S.P.
All models over 600 W.S.P.

40 ft.-Ibs.
50 ft.-Ibs.

NOTE: After new gaskets have been in service for a short time, they as sumeva some
what permanent oompression, especially if the gage is subject ~o heat. This effect
may be noticed as a slight gasket leak or an apparent loosening of the bolts.
Shortly after replacing gaskets, therefore, the bolts should again be tightened to
the original torque by ietting up th~ middle bolts first, and working towards the
ends as desoribed above.

GASKETS AND MICA
Series 50 gages employ O-ring gaskets~ All other gages use 1/16" thick sheet.
Gasket material must be suitable for the temperature and liquid oonditions under
whioh the gage will operate. Glasses in transparent gages to be used in steam ser
vice should be proteoted from steam erosion by a sheet of mica placed bet~een the
glass and its gasket on the liquid side. Special gaskets, glasses, O-rings, and
replacement parts for Jerguson gages are obtainable.
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4 - 2 It HyvulAly- elements as peX' :Sko' 2-l33~.··· . ·M&rk·· #1-.

4 ~ 2" IiTVUJ.oJ". e~ement8, as per Sk. 213830 Mark #2.

4 .. 2 tt Vu1crom elements .aa .per ,Sk,' 21383...1. }la~k 13.
• I' !

4.... 2 ft Vu.1or. elements as per s~. 21383-1. M~~k 114•

-8 .. 2!J a-lo.~ .l~~e!its as per Sko 21.383..2. Mark FOUR #5, FOUR #6.
." ......

8 .... Sleeves l~'Ol. Aj2,f.5/16It • B - 32-5/8. an4.0 -29-314" ea..~
oomplete ,UtA. "va 1t2" x· 2 11 8t~~ 19878 an4 FOUR 1/2 ft he~
Jatl' nu,ts/ ....1194. *t-k fQJI' E~•• 11' ancl #2.

8 - '~:~~ea.l~~ ~'4"~"" B..6-9/1~" ar>.4 0-4" 't;Nf.eb.comp1eta 'With' ·
.~~: ),./2"' .• ~I$t\id. ~98T.8 lind FG'UB 1/2 ft ~ jaa nuts v--1894.
*r~ :ror BU,. 13 and 114. ~

8 - SlBeve.$' aa·,~l' $k. A-o-2138~ each OODl,'plttte "'lth ft)b 1/2" x
~tt st1i4a '~9878'~ POtlR·112. hex jUl nuw V-1894.' '
KarIC '.:fO'1' B1a. #5 and 16. . . - ,

24 - Sleeve atut(1J1g boa,s V-·S010 &ach oomplete wi.tA the, foUoVUg.s '

5 .. lb.,. pACJld.nf v-2851-2 .
2 -.3/8· x 1~1.18 studa V-4319
1 - .G)&nd 'Y--5Qll
2 .. ~/8tt heJL; nuts V~4319"_

Ral1k tor all elements.

24 - -6-13/16" 0.1):. x 4-13!l6R :r .1). ~ 1/8~ thiekgaaketa V..4515.
~e tosethe:p &nd tag tor all eleme~ts. • ., _..__ . . ._ _, _

96 - 8teel. washers V-3030.. Tie together au tag to:p a11 ~leraen~so

24 SUPPQl't bars 18913 1 A--16".
24 - SuppOr, aa e&rriages V--28og each oomplete with O. let

screw ""1,66.

IMPORTANT-eheck up ALL material with this list. and if there is any shortage report to the Home Office at DuBois immediately.

. . ,

5.

6.

10 ..

8.

1•.

90

At
How Ship·'P~L~.& 1~ ~1lrov~~ana::1r~.,I?,.~.. Mt~_~~R~~.l?e~l~ -Shipping

Mark All Packages and Shipping Tags 012de» N~~ N"~919_~, '. Reqn._~..6~6-1..6_._. _
. Hand of Installation .

:FOUR. __ Boilers. -Type F05~-}1HEEmR. -·--t.H~--··--·-·-'- T. w: f"'\.1"'\."11~~C!

TRD: furnish THE Erector. ALl.t ...__·_Labor.to be furnished by" OUSTOImR
THEf-'- run steam connection and THEY furnish material for running connection.

This list covers SPECIAL PARTS for FOUR boilers and_1!~_..9U~IDE MATER...--IA_L__. _

I

Form No. 206-$ LMCF00143
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Vr tiL.J:. ut

Vulcan SoofBrower Corporation
DuBois, Pa.

Date 2 Job No. 21487 19----.------- ._----_ .... _- ----_•.._--- ----.,_._-

Shipping date: 3-15-51

14€I

17,.

20 0

24 - Vertical support sorews 19011 each complete with the
follGwingl
.2 - 1/2" hex jam riuts V-1894
g - Washers v-1895
1 - Support spring 19815

88 - Hyvul0r bearings V-2758 eaen complete with TWO Hyvuloy balts
(stra.p) V--2760 and :FOUR 1/2." Hyvuloy nuts V..1985o

64 - Vullte bearLngs V-2759-V each complete With TWO Hyyuloy
strap bolts V-2917 and FOUR 1/2" Hyvuloy nuts V-1985.
Mark wi. th YELUJW. .

24 .:-.-?u x 6-1/2 1
' 600jfF.3. comp~lon flanges V-2361i)

Stamp f1anges.as folloW's: V.SOJB. - 600 P.SC)Io - 2~ ..
A...105-46 GR.l"~a ..

24 -:- 2 ft 600# type "OGrt flexitall.io gaskets 15830.

192 ~ S/8" x 4e-l/4" studs v--248o---s ea.choolUplete v1.th 1fV10 nuts
. v-248O-No

480 ft... Chain V-2504.

r

Forrn No. 207-$
LMCF00144



2-ADate

OFFICE OF

Vulccm-Soot Blower Corporation
DuBois, Pa.

2148f'"Y{Job No. 19
.---- -----" ._. -_._--_ ...-._----_._._ ..;....---_._~--- ------.

~~~::..::::..==---=.-.._-::-:::-:::::::::::::=:=----=-._., -"'':::-=.-_.--:-=:--:-'':::::===:':==:

Please add the· following to the above job:

Item NQo

24.
't.. .; .: :z::.

32 .. Support plates as per. Sk. A-O-2~487.

LMCF00145
Form ·No. 207-$



OFFICE

Vulcan S-oot illower Corporation
Dullois. Per,

21487

350# Pressure

3 Job No.
---~-----~---_.

19

Te3t all heads to a hIdros tatic pressure '2H1iltE times operating pre·ssU1's
and stamp each head 116001/" and nU tl

2L 24 dl 8e.rle·s 2" 600 cast steel valve operating heads, Mode1_Dt...~_, .. __. .,
sheave-·-w~..eelopera t1ol1 0

OtJTLET·S 2n 0

22. 1 - set s'orew wrench V"2764.

23. ~ - ,set SO:PGW wrench V-2765.

~.JaTRUCfION5:

file e lem.ents a.~ to be 1118t&lled in the locations and as shown on Dr.
W--20059. The nozzles are to 1)$ centered in the spaoes between the
bG1lap tubes in the locations shoWn on Dl'o W-20059.

~JII..nta. I~ & 12 are eacb', to be supported by EIEVEN R1Vu2oy b~r1n.gs
V..2758 ()1al1lped to the b~i18'1' tubes 1D. the loca~t1ons shown on. D.r.W-.20059
with Kyvuloy strap "bolts V-2760 using 1IJVu~oy nuta. See Dr. 'W-20059.

El41men'ta 13 tc #4 ~e each. to 'be .uppo~ted by E10la Vullte beaP1ngs
V"'2159"V clamped to the bOiler. tubes in tbe lOO$tions shown~~.~,.W~~9959-__...~ __
with Vullte strap bol~a V-2911 using BJVU107 nut80 Bee :J)r. W-20059~

Elemeats #5· & #6 .are each to be supported by on end beap1ng by F.WaOorp"

~tandard installing instructions for installing the beads and setting
~-the -a-weepa are attaohed 1#0 this o'rder o

RBM:bk

LMCF00146
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YULe
PA 1S LIST and SERVICE MANUAL
SOOT BLOWERS and DESlAGGERS

Serial NOCJ _

This book contains information on various types of VULCAN Soot Blowers
and Deslaggers. Listed below is information applying specifically to your
installation.

By referring to this list before ustng this book, it will be much easier for
you to locate the desired information.

The contents of this book are Indexed on the following page.

Vulcan lob No. ----"~.;;::.-:-:-_+___-

(1;.
'- .I, /'

General Arrangement~WingNo. w- -6-00 '!'-f

BOILER

Type _~~~:::::::::::..__ Nos.--------

SOOT BLOWER EQUIPMENT

PM-3

VULCAN· SOOT BLOWER DIVISION

Continental Foundry & Machine Company

DUBOIS, PENNSYLVANIA

PRICE $2.00
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PAR T S LIS T VULC SERVICE MANUAL

WELDIN

ARC WELDING INSTRUCTIONS

FOR HYVULOY, VULCROM t PLAIN STEEL SOOT BLOWER

ELEMENTS

ELEMENT BEARINGS

SWIVEL TUBE AND LANCE NOZZLES

f
APPROX. i6"WIDE MACHINED --FACE

AT RIGHT ANGLES TO ELEMENT AXIS

PREPARATION OF ELEMENT JOINT FACES FOR V-Burr WELD.
(Element Wall ThIckness EX4#Aerated)

.1MAINTAIN

CORRECT <t. DJSTANCE_---___
WITH NOZZLES

IN TRUE ALIGNMENT

I
PROJECT BEAD 4: OF

WALL UATERIAL THICKNESS

WELDED ELEMENT.
(Element Wall Thlckneas 8xa'Aerated)

When joining elements by electric arc welding,
best results are obtained by using a V-Butt Weld.
Grin~ or machine a 35° to 40° bevel on the joining
faces of the element sections with the bevel start-

. ing approximately 1/16" from element bore as shown
in the above illustration. Tbe faces or shoulders,

machined at right angles to the elementaxis, should- .
be approximately 1/16n wide.
. It is very important that the element sections be
in correct alignment on their axes. Nozzles must
be spaced the correct distance from each other and
in true alignment.
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PARTS 1-151 ULC 1\1' SERVICE MANUAL

SWIVEL TUBE AND LANCE NOZZL~ WELDING

LANCE & NOZZLE
PROPERLY BeVELED

;J

v- BUTT WELD GROUND FLUSH

WELDED RETRACT AND WALL BLOWER NOZZLE.

WELDED GUN BLOWER NOZZLB.

Retract and wall blower nozzles should be V-Butt
welded to their respective lances or swivel tubes
after beveling joining faces as described in Element
Welding. Extra care must be exercised to obtain
proper penetration at joint because the weld head
must be ground flush and polished to permit pass
ing of lance or tube through scraper plates and
packing glands.

Gun blowers should be attached with fillet weld
as illustrated above.

CAST NOZZLE WELDING DA TA

The same nozzle welding data applies to' stain
less steel or monel swivel tubes or lances.

1. Use 1/8" diameter monel electrodes - Vul-

can Part No. V-4823. Specifications for 'this rod
are:' 1/8" diameter coated monel electrode. Its
equivalent is International Nickel Company's Monel
Metal Rod 130X. It is recommended for welding
monel to monel or monel to steel. '

If this rod is notavatlable , good results may be
obtained with electrodes furnished under Vulcan
Part No. V -4711. ' Specifications for this second
choice may be found under Hyvuloy and Alvuloy
bearings.

2. Polarity of welder should be reversed - el~c"~!;:~.Y
trode 'positive. ':: ... ,,' :';:

3. Use 130 to 190 amperes.

4. Electric arc should be as short as possible
to, obtairr deep penetration and avoid splashtng.

NOTE: Special applications .not covered fn these instruc
tions may be obtained from Dulsofs on request.
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PARTS LIST SERVICE

ELEMENT BEARINGS AND HANGERS

-COMPRESSION BEARING WELDED 8EARING CROWN BEARING WITH STRAPS

BEARl!

Illustrations 01 Typical Bearin,s

Bearings and hangers, fastened to the boiler tubes,
support the element throughout its. entire length with
in the boiler. Bearing materials, like element ma
terials, are selected according to the temperature
zone where they are installed. Each type of bearing
has its own specific application which is governed by
the type of boiler and method of construction.

As a general rule Cast Iron and Steel bearings are
used on Plain Steel elements in low temperature
zones. VULITE and AL VULOY bearings are used
on VULCROM elements in medium temperature
zones. HYVULOY bearings are used on HYVULOY
elements in highter temperature zones.

All bearings and hangers are furnished complete
with bolts, clamps, and nuts unless otherwise speci
fied. Descriptions of the common types of bearings
are listed below.

CO:MPRESSION BEARI:N"G - Made of HYVULOY, be
ing used chiefly in higher temperature zones. Con
sists of one bearing, clamp, stud and nut. In this
type of bear:ing the stud is placed in compression, so
that as it becomes heated and expands, the clamping
action on the tube is increased.

INTIMATE CONTACT BEARlNG - Made of Cast Iron
or VULlTE (a chrome cast iron alloy). Used in po
sitions not requiring HYVULOY or special designs.
Consists of one bearing, clamp, bolt and nut. Bolts

, are either plain carbon steel or alloy. This bearing
is easy to install and has a long life. It mayor may
not be machined to fit the tubes, depending on actual
requirements. The "nut cracker" action of the clamp
grips the tube tightly, thus preventing slippage.

WELDED BK.J\RlNG - Made of HYVULOY, ALVULOY
or Plain Steel. This is the simplest type of bearing,
used where .a clamp type bearing is not practical.
Welding rods of proper material are furnished to

insure that the bearing remains secure once it has
been welded to the tube..

CROWN BEARllia - Made of HYVULOY, ALVULOY,
VULITE, Steel or Cast Iron. Consists of one bear
ing, two clamps, four washers, four bolts and four
nuts. Washers are welded to the clamp for easier
installation. This type of bearing is used where
difficulty in installation might be encountered be
cause of the tube spacing or other interferences.
The clamps are very effective in maintaining the
bearing in its correct po~ition.

DISTAL END BEARlNG - Made of Cast Iron or Steel.
Used to support the distal or plugged end of the
element. Held in place agatnst the boiler end by
bolts or cap screws ,

COMPRESSION HANGERS - Made of HYVULOY.
Consists of one hanger, clamp, stud and nut. Clamp
ing action is the same as on compression bearings,
except that hangers support the element below the
boiler tubes.

STATIONARY ELE:MENT BEARlliG - Made of HY 
VULOY, VULITE or Cast Iron. Consists of one
bearing, clamp, two washers, one bolt and one nut.
The bearing itself is a block of metal held in place
betw-een the two ends of the clamp. It is not de
signed to support the element, but instead butts
against the side of the element to keep it from mov
ing sideways on the boiler tube.

11 exact duplicate bearings are required for main
tenance, repair or replacement" give the position at
which the bearings are used, and the job number.
Job numbers are on all General Arrangement Draw
ings and Bills of l\1aterials. Vulcan engineering
files contain all information on original equipment
by job number.
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No soot blower system will operate

satisfactorily unl S5 given roper
• •maintenance attention.

Under the heading Maintenance

and Lubrication win be found de

tailed instructions which, if followed,

will assure long life and trouble

free operation of your Vulcan
•equipment.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLING

VALVE OPERATING HEAD s MODEL PM-3

1.. Place the back ot' flange of SLEEVE
1 or- boiler, locating the cente-rline

on the of ELEMENT both vertically or horizon-
ta11Y. Pla'ce so the word "Top" is on upper side installation
shuwn on 2006L. Refer to note on Page' 2. When the boiler
is b'ricked' up it is desired to cut holes, these holes should be
approximately 9 by 10 inches. If it is desired to leave openings
when setting new boiler, a 9 by 10 inch opening should be lefto
If the blqwer is not re~dy for installation these openings can be
fi lIed with loose brick and fire c lay' which can be 'r-emoved ~ It t s
a good practice not to t~y to get along with a small hoie or open
ing, as a large hole will allow work to be readily and conveniently
accomplished, and it will be easier for.the brick mason to fill up.

2. SLEEVE FOR STEEL CASRD BOILERS: Cut a Hole in the steel casing as
shown on drawing J centered o~ the centerline of ELEMENT. Remove
steel casing panel if necessary, and set SLEEVE into brickwork or
if there- is room to work from inside of the boiler setting" it may
be unnecessary to remove panel to set the SLEEVE. Place finished
face of SLEJ:4~YE with the side wall of boiler and 1/16 it behf.nd outer
fa~e of steel castn~, l~catlng centerll~e' or SLEEVE on centerline of
:$LEMENT, - both ve~1t~cally 'and horizoi1ta.lly. "The SLEEVE should be
placed sq the word "TOp" 1s on the upper sidee Fasten SLEEVR PLATE
to SLEEVE by means. of FOUR CAP SCREWS which a~e screwed into four
tapped holes in the SLEEVEo Installation of SLEEVE AND SLEEVE PLA1'E
are as shown on Drawing 20061. Refer to note on Page 20 The same
size h61e as specified above for brick set bOilers should be cut
through the brick wall behind the steel casing. This can be done from~

outside by rem~ving a section of the steel casing or in some cases the
hole may be cut from inside of boiler.

l'JIPPLES FOR SCREWED OUTLET HEADS: Place ELE~NT in correct position
in boiler, being pa'rticularly carer1i-l to see that the nozzles register
with the space.between bb11e~ tubes, according to special instructions
in regard to'location of the NOZZLES with reference to the boiler tubes.
'The NIPPLE on the end or ELEMENT will extend thru the SLEEVE (some
ELEMENTS are made in one piece withbut ,a nipple .and coupling, the ELE
ment itself t.akLng the place of trhe NIPPLE 0) Cut off end of NIPPL"E,
as shown on DRAWING 20061. Refer to note on Page 2. Thread the end
of ELEMENT with standard Pipe thread. Place SEAL PLATE over NIPPLE
or ELEMENT and into its position with ~ererence to the SLEEVE or SLEEVE
PLATE as shown on Dr. Remove ELEMENT FLANGE from·the F~Ap.

After placing SLEEVR CUP SPRING agaln~t the SEAL PLATE, screw ELEMENT
FLANGE tightly onto end of NIPPLE or ELEMENT. Di~tanc~ ffom hU9 of
ELEMENT FLANGE to face of SLEEVE OR SLEEVE ,PLATE should be approxi
mately 4 1/16" when the NOZZLES register properly with the spaces be
tween the boiler tubes. The two 3/Su SET SCREW sh9uld be tightened
down on the ELEMENT.

- 1 -
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,4) ASSEMBLY OR UPPER ARM SUPPORT AND HEAD: - The upper arm support is
composed of the f'o l.Low.tng pieces: a 7/8 ft square steel bar- ffThe Sup-
port Barn J and a steel stud- ifTHE S0"PPORT SCREW fl

• The SUPPORT BAR
is to be placed in the square opening in the SUPPORT BUTTON and the
3/S i1 set screw tightened se cur-e Ly . Remove the JAM NUTS from the SUP
PORT SCREW, place the support arm carriage and SUPPORT SPRING'over the
SUPPORT SCREW and replace the JkM" NUTS 0 Lift the HEAD into PQsition
and slide the SUPPORT ARM CARRIAGE over the SUPPORT BARo The four
studs in the Gear should be lined up with the holes in the ELEMENT
FLANGE, then assemble the HEAD to the ELEMENT FLANGE and screw the
nuts onto the studs-final tightening with a wrench-being sure the
GASKET is assembled in ELEMENT FI1ANGE. (The GASKET nlay be made to
stick in the ELEMENT FLANGE by striking the outside gently' to make it
slightly oval shaped.) Complete assembly of the HEAD is shown on Dr.

) 0---------
SETTING THE UPPER ARM SUPPORT: - After assembly' has been c ompLe t.ed ,
the HEAD should be leveled up by adjusting the JAM NUTS against the
SUPPORT ARM CARRIAGE or SUPPORT SPRING. The HEAD should then be placed
in the proper longitudinal position. This is done by moving the ELE
MENT in o.r out from the side of the boiler {betng sure the 3/8 n x 3/8"
SET SCREW in the SUPPORT ARM CARRIAGE HAS BEEN LOOSENED) 'until.the ..
NOZZLES REGISTER -'J1th the spaces between the boiler tubes as outlined.
in the special instructions. The 3/8" x 3/8" SET, SCREW holding the
SUPPORT ARM CARRIAGE in position on the SUPPORT BAR should then be
t Lght.eried securely complete1ng the assembly. After the outside piping
has been erected, it is advisable to go over each HEAD and adjust the
JAM ~TUTS against the SUPPORT ARM CARRIAGE of SUPPORT SPRING until the
HEAD IS IN THE PROPER POSITION.

(6) CI-IAIN: The Chain should be in one -o ont.Lnous piece. Splicing of the
chain should be care i'uLl.y done as shown on Dr. 8841.

NOTE: When the HEAD is to be installed farther from the side wall
t.han standarde1tiler the SLEEVE will be moved out from the
wall, or else a special SLEEVE PLATE or EXTENSION SUPPORT
will be furnished. This will be explained in the special in
structions for the job.

- 2 -
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1 M=B CHANGE~

MATERIAL:

DO NOT SCALE DRAWING
USE DIMENSIONS ONLY

ALL. FRACTIONAL DIMENSIONS PLUS
OR MINUS 1/64-

ALl.. DECIMAL. DIMENSIONS AS
SPECIFIED:

..
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5

6

4

3

2

NO.
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MATE-RIAL:

FOR:
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OPERATING. INSTRUCTIONS

MODEL Pf1-3

Operate soot blowers every 6 to 12 hours, depending on r~quire

ments of bo~ler operating conditions & It may be necessary to increase
cleaning under extreme load conditions.

Procedure:

10 Open boiler drafts before operating soot blowers.

2. Open drain valve and slowly open main' steam supply valve.

3D Operate soot blowers in sequence as shown on General
ArIlangement Drawing, starting wi th the 'number one soot·
blower unit.

l~OTE: Model PM",-3 Soot Blower is designed :t;or Sheave, Whee"l or
Crank counter-=-clockwise rota't.1on whic'h i,n ·turn ~otates

the element -in~ a clockwise direction. Do not force
sheave 'wheel in a ~lockwIse direction or soot blower
mechanism will be damaged_

Cams are available for c ount.er-cc Lcckwf se rotation f'f
such rotation is required.

4. Rotate sheave wheel c ount.e r-cc Lockwtee by pulling slowly
and steadily on the chain or crank. Cams 'mounted on drive
gear will automatically' open.and close the blower steam
valve at the proper time.

5. The blower may be operated through as many cle~ning cycles
as desired to c lean the tubes at each posttion. After" ·'each
blower is operated, position element so that .blower steam
valve is closed.

6. After all heads have been operated, close the main supply
valve and open drain valve .

7. Keep drain valve open at all times except when blower i~ in
actual operation.

Operatin~ Suggestions and Precautions

Open boil~r drafts wide when operating soot blowers.
Close all steam supply valves when blowers are'not in operati6n~
Open drain valves when blowers are not in operation.
Never use wet steam.

- 1 -
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Never permit a soot blower
less it is properly rotated 0

t open or blowing un~

Clean tubes increase damper accordingly~

SOOT BLOWING -- OIL & FIRED BOILERS

Oil and pulverized fuel fired S110uld be operated between
haLf' load and full load to pr-event; loss of igni tion or an explosion'
when b Lowf.ng aoot . Due to. coLde r- , lower gas veLcc Lt.Le s and
higher oxygen content of flue gases at low boiler r-a t Lnga , unburned
combustible may accumulate in certain areas. This combustible may
explode if the soot blowers are operated under these conditions. An
e~ception may have to be made if a boiler has to be operated at a
low rating for a long period, but whenever possible, the burner fir
i~g rate should be increased for the soot blowing cycle.

If the soot blowers must be used when the burners are not operat
ing the refractory must be cool and no smoldering soot should be .pre
sent at any place in the boiler settingc An inspection should be made
for soot fires since combustible greases or unburned 'solid combustible
material may be ignited by' hot refractory or smoldering material when
the soot blowers are operated. ~

SOOT BLOWING -- STOKER FIRED BOILERS

When taking a stoker fired boiler off the line, it is advisable
to' use the soot blower after drawing the f~re or just before the non
return valve is closed so that boiler tubes will be clean for in
spection.

ADJUST BLOWER STEAM VALVE

MODEL PIVI-3

Do not adjust blower steam if blowers operate satisf~ctorily

and valve does not leak.

. To adjust valve, rotate sheave wheel or crank counter-cloc~wise

until the closing dam c ont.ac'ts cam follower to close valve. Looaen :
lock nut and tighten adjusting screw until valve is firmly seated;
then secure lock nut 0 A leak7 valve is indicated by the whistle
blowing when the element is in non-blowing position or its sweep.

- 2 -
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MAINTENANCE AND LUBRICATION

MODEL PM-3

Soot b, and elements are continuously subjected
to high furnace temperatures. The Vulcan Engineers take this point
into consideration and use the highest possible engineering standards
in desi and c tion of Vulcan Soot Blowers. As a result, the
blower equipment, when properly installed and cared for, is as trouble
free as it can be. To keep the blowers operating efficiently and to
assure life, all that is required 1s your' attention to items below II

The following items should be checked periodically:

1. Lubrication (weekly').

CA~~OlliLOWER: Lubricate through the ,angle Alemite fitting at in
side of blower yoke. Use t! high temperature, n9n-flbrous, gun
type lubricant (Vulcan Part No. V-3008).

BALL BEARING: Lubricate through the ~lemite fitting at the right
hand side of the reaction plate. Use high. tiernpe r-a t ur-e , non-fibrous
gun.type lubricant (Vulcan Part No V-3008).

GENERAL: Clean and lubricate gears and all other external moving
parts with a good grade of motor oil.

t._

2.

4 .

6.

MOUNTING: Make sure soot blowers units are securely mounted. Loose
mou~tin~s could cause jets of steam to be improperly directed inside
the boiler, resulting in a poor job tof cleaning and possibility qf
damage to the tubes.

LINES AND OUTSIDE PIPING: Check for leaks. Tighten fittings to
stop leaks or repXace fau'lty fittings and connections.

PACKING:' ·C-heck for leaks. Keep packing glands just tight enough
to prevent leakage--do not overtighten. Replace a packing that
leaks excessively.

PARTS INSIDE BOILER: Check b~arings and elements to see that they
are in good condition and are properly alined to permit the element
to rotate freely. Check spacing of nozzles .to see that they re
gister properly between boiler tubes. Improper ·registration of
nozzles, caused by' wall movement or other ·changes., will cause Je'ts
of steam to be mis-directed wi th possibili ty of the tube cut.ti.ng
and damage to the other parts within the boiler.

KEEP SOOT BLOWERS CLEAN: To secure long life and top performance
from your soot blower, the out surface should be cleaned occasion- .
ally. Dirt and'rust accumulating over a period of time will enter
the op.erating mechanf.am and will not parmtt the blowers to function
properly. Dirt also acts as an abrasive causing moving parts to
wear.

- 3 -
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ADJUST BLOWING

MOI)EL PM-3

The element on Model PM-3 Soot Blower rotates in one t-
ion only (clockwise) for a complete 360 degree circlea The open
ing and closing of the blower medium is adjustable, thereby, estab
lishing the blowing sweep on the general arrangement Drawing~

It is quite important that the sweep be adjusted as close
as possible to specifications on the General arrangement Drawing 0

·It is not economical to blow steam into a part of the boiler where
no cleaning is required and under certain conditions, if the nozzles
are pointed directly against the baffles, the baffles will be damaged.

Determine nozzle location by internal inspection, if the loc
ation was not previously' determined and identified 0 Mar'k nozzle
location on the element flange.

NOTE: There are two cams mounted on the drive gear; one opens
the blower steam valve and the other closes the valve at the proper
time during the 360 degree cycle of the blowera Refer to the assemb
ly in the Parts List Section of this manual for identification of
these cams.

To adjust blowing sweep, remove both cams.. Rotate.. sheave
wheel or crank counter-clockwise to posJtion element nozzles at be
ginning of the blowing arc. Install opening cam so that it contacts
the. cam follower at this point. Again rotate sheave wheel or c r-ank
counter-clockwise until element is at the end of the blowipg sweep
and install closing cam so that it contacts cam follower at the end
of'the sweep_

After sweeps have been adjusted, ,the blower should be operated
through its actual sweep and inspected for correct setting from the
llozzle identification marks which have been previously placed on
the element flange and nipple.

- 4 -
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·VAL~~. ADJUSTVlliNT

Field Service has disclosed it i possible to break pinions
or destroy either opening or c10 cams if the valve throw is not
properly adjusted for opening and elosingo

Proper procedure for adjustment is to loosen 3/4 n Jam Nut J Part No ~

V~5746. The Valve proper C&~ then be turned and adjusted thru the valve
Nut j Part No. i8723, which is carried between and actuated by the two
links) Part No~ 18725, on either side of the head 0 A s~lare end is mill
ed on the valve to permit adjustment with a wrench~

With the unit in a closed position, that is; with Gam Follower j Part
No ~ 18738} on the top of the closing Cam 0 Part No. 18733, the valve should
be turned in only until it engages the seat snugly 0 The adjustment. is
then locked and maintained by use of the Box Jam Nuto

After this adjustment is complete j the unit should be rotated slowly
by hand a On the PM-.3 Uni ts this is possible 'by using the Sheave Wheel
or crank , A Complete cye Le of r-ot.at.t on should be made by hand to see
that no undue strain 1s placed on the Cam Follower of either of the
Opening or Closing Cam~o

If too much pressure. is exerted by the Valve on the Seat in closing,

(

" . : c -·tie {~losing Cam may be br-oken or stripped f'r-om the Ga.oar.. If the Val ve
3 not properly seated it will not only leak but may also strike the

'--.. _ack.l.ng Washer' in 1 t.e rear-wa.rd movement and destroy the opening Cam.

Mal-adjustmen·t in either direction can' destroy the Pinion Oear
because of tmdue power strain. If the error of adjustment 1s great
enough, the Yoke Assembly .can also be smashed. Proper adjustment and
check of same shouLd be made at the time the sweeps are set or checked.
Hand operated PM~3 Units are just hard to tUl~o

.- 5 -
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INSTALLATION AND OPERATION OF S\VARTWOUT TYPE "FW 1"
THERMO·HYDRAULIC FEED WATER REGULA TORS

(

(

Fig. 332

Installation of Equipment

1. The regulating valve should preferably be
mounted in an upright position as shown,
although operation will be satisfactory if it is
mounted horizontally. Inverted installation is
undesirable because dirt will collect on the
diaphragm and interfere with the regulation.

2. Install the valve so the flow is in the direction
of the arrow shown in Fig. 332.

3. Install the generator as shown on the connection
drawing sent with this equipment. Be sure to
set the generator at the correct angle and height.
Inaccurate location of the generator will result
in improper operation of the regulator.

4. Cover all piping above the generator as shown
in Fig. 332. Do not cover or paint the genera
tor or any of the lower generator piping.

5. Connect the generator to the regulator by
means of the special 7i" O.D. connecting
tubing furnished by the Swartwout Co. The
tubing fittings are special ground joints to
insure a leak proof system and ordinary pipe
or tubing fittings should not be used.

Starting Instructions

1. Fill the generator system as follows:

a. Screw bypass wheel tightly against the
spacer bar so that regulating valve is
closed. .

b. Close upper and lower hand valves on
generator piping. Open blowdown valve.

c. Remove filling plug at top of generator
and fill generator with clean HOT water.

d. Replace plug and crack upper generator
shutoff valve to allow steam to circulate
through the generator and escape at
blowdown.

e. While keeping generator hot, crack open
connecting tubing union nut on top of
diaphragm plate of the regulating valve,
and allow air to escape. When water
appears, tighten nut.

f. Close upper generator shutoff valve and
cool generator by pouring water over it.

g. After generator is entirely cool, remove
filling plug and refill the generator.

h. It is important that all air be removed
from the generator system. The best
way to accomplish this with regulators
mounted in any position except upright is
to remove the diaphragm assembly from
the rest of the regulator and hold it hori
zontally while cracking the connecting
tubing union nut and allowing the air to
escape. The diaphragm assembly can be
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removed by removing the four large nuts
that hold this assembly to the rest of the
regulator.

2. Cut in the regulator by closing the blowdown
valve and opening the upper and lower gen
erator shutoff valves. The regulator will now
pick up the load.

Adjustments

1. The characteristics of this type of feed water
regulator are such that it will carry a high level
at a low load and a low level at a high load.
Allow the regulator to operate for at least 30
minutes and carefully observe the level being
held before making any adjustments.

2. Spring Compression has practically no effect on
water level and should not require adjustment.
In general, increasing the spring compression
will cause the regulator to be somewhat faster
in closing off.

3. Generator location.

a. If it is necessarr to raise or lower the water
level being maintained, the unions in the
generator hookup should be loosened and
the generator raised or lowered the desired
amount. Sometimes there is a false level
within the generator if tbe drum connee
tions are different from the water column
connections and the generator must be
raised or lowered accordingly.

b. The generator angle will affect the differ
ence between the levels being maintained
at high loads and low loads. The normal
recommended generator angle is shown on
the installation drawing (usually 30° with
the horizontal). If the level variation with
load changes is too great, the generator
can be made more horizontal. This will
increase the sensitivity of the system,
however, and may start a bunting cycle.
With boilers that are quite sensitive to
changes in steam flow or water flow, it
may be necessary to set the generator
more nearly vertical.

4-. The regulator can be manually held in an open
position by screwing the bypass wheel out of
the spacer bar.

5. U boiler operates at 25 psi or less, the generator
should be filled with a good grade of denatured
or wood alcohol instead of water.

CalUeti of Improper Operation

1. Low Water Level

a. Low pump pressure or low excess pressure
across valve.

b. Partially filled generator system. Slow
loss of water will result in slowly lowering
water level. Refill the generator and
tighten all tubiiig fittings and diaphragm

bolts. Slight leaks are hard to locate, but
if a teaspoonful of borax: is dissolved in the
filling water, the leak will be easily dis
cernible.

c. Air in generator system.

d. Generator located too low.

e. A hand valve in feed line partially closed.

f. Air binding in generator piping to drum.
Blow down regulator.

2. High Water Level

a. Too high an excess pressure across regu
lator.

b. Valve held open by foreign substance
lodged between seat and disc.

c. Generator overfilled. (May have been
filled with cold water or with regulator
jacked partway open.) Crack tubing
union at diaphragm to allow some water
to escape. Make sure that regulator will
still go open far enough to handle maxi
mum load.

d. Generator located too high.

e. Hand bypass valve around regulator par
tially open.

f. If upper generator piping is not covered
it may cause high level at low loads.

3. Hunting

a. Sensitivity is too great. Set the genera
tor more nearly vertical.

b. Hunting of the feed water regulator can
also be caused by hunting of pump gover
nors, combustion control, etc., so make
sure that the feed water regulator is the
cause of the hunting before making any
adjustments.

4. Too wide a variation of level with load changes

a. Sensitivity is too low. Set the generator
more nearly horizontal.

b. Wide variation in level can also be caused
by wide variations in excess pressure.

Maintenance

1. Refill generator and tighten diaphragm bolts
whenever a gradual lowering of drum level indi
cates leakage in the generator system.

2.. If feed water conditions are bad blow down the
generator for 3 to 5 seconds each day. Under
normal conditions blowing down generator is
seldom necessary except when starting up after
a boiler shutdown.

3. In ordering repair parts, refer to the parts by
name as shown in Fig. 332. Be sure to mention
size awl serial number of the regulator.

The Swartwout Company 18511 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland 12, Ohio
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INSTALLATION AND OPERATION OF SWARTWOUT TYPE "FW 1"
THERMOaHYDRAULIC FEED 'VATER REGULATORS

Fig. 332

Installation of Equipment

1. The regulating valve should preferably be
mounted in an upright position as shown,
although operation will be satisfactory if it is
mounted horizontally. Inverted installation is
undesirable because dirt will collect on the
diaphragm and interfere with the regulation.

2. Install the valve so the flow is in the direction
of the arrow shown in Fig. 332.

3. Install the generator as shown on the connection
drawing sent with this equipment. Be sure to
set the generator at the correct angle and height.
Inaccurate location of the generator will result
in improper operation of the regulator.

4. Cover all piping above the generator as shown
in Fig. 332. Do not cover or paint the genera
tor or any of the lower generator piping.

5. Connect the generator to the regulator by
means of the special >if! G.D. connecting
tubing furnished by the Swartwout Co. The
tubing fittings are special ground joints to
insure a leak proof system and ordinary pipe
or tubing fittings should not be used.

Starting Instructions

1. Fill the generator system as follows:

a. Screw bypass wheel tightly against the
spacer bar so that regulating valve is
closed.

b. Close upper and lower hand valves on
generator piping. Open blowdown valve.

c. Remove filling plug at top of generator
and fill generator with clean HOT water.

d. Replace plug and crack upper generator
shutoff valve to allow steam to circulate
through the generator and escape at
blowdown.

e. While keeping generator hot, crack open
connecting tubing union nut on top of
diaphragm plate of the regulating valve,
and allow air to escape. When water
appears, tighten nut.

f. Close upper generator shutoff valve and
cool generator by pouring water over it.

g. After generator is entirely cool, remove
filling plug and refill the generator.

h. It is important that all air be removed
from the generator system. The best
way to accomplish this with regulators
mounted in any position except upright is
to remove the diaphragm assembly from
the rest of the regulator and hold it hori
zontally while cracking the connecting
tubing union nut and allowing the air to
escape. The diaphragm assembly can be
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removed by removing the four large nuts
that hold this assembly to the rest of the
regulator.

2. Cut in the regulator by closing the blowdown
valve and opening the upper and lower gen
erator shutoff valves. The regulator will now
pick up the load.

Adjustments

1. The characteristics of this type of feed water
regulator are such that it will carry a high level
at a low load and a low level at a high load.
Allow the regulator to operate for at least 30
minutes and carefully observe the level being
held before making any adjustments.

2. Spring Compression has practically no effect on
water level and should not require adjustment.
In general, increasing the spring compression
will cause the regulator to be somewhat faster
in closing off.

3. Generator location.

a. If it is necessaq to raise or lower the water
level being maintained, the unions in the
generator hookup should be loosened and
the generator raised or lowered the desired
amount. Sometimes there is a false level
within the generator if the drum connec
tions are different from the water column
connections and the generator must be
raised or lowered accordingly.

b. The ~enerator angle will affect the differ
ence oetween the levels being maintained
at high loads and low loads. The normal
recommended generator angle is shown on
the installation drawing (usualI, 300 with
the horizontal). If the level variation with
load changes is too great, the generator
can be made more horizontal. This will
increase the sensitivity of the system,
however, and may start a hunting cycle.
With boilers that are quite sensitive to
changes in steam flow or water flow, it
may be necessary to set the generator
more nearly vertical.

4. The regulator can be manually held in an open
position by screwing the bypass wheel out of
the spacer bar.

5. If boiler operates at 25 psi or less, the generator
should be filled with a good grade of denatured
or wood alcohol instead of water.

Ca1l8e8 of Improper Operation

1. Low Water Level

a. Low pump pressure or low excess pressure
across valve.

b. Partially filled generator system. Slow
loss of water will result in slowly lowering
water level. Refill the generator and
tighten all tubing fittings and diaphragm

bolts. Slight leaks are hard to locate, but
. if a teaspoonful of borax is dissolved in the

filling water, the leak will be easily dis
cernible.

Co Air in generator system.

d. Generator located too low.

e. A hand valve in feed line partially closed.

f. Air binding in generator piping to drum.
Blow down regulator.

2. High Water Level

a. Too high an excess pressure across regu
lator.

b. Valve held open by foreign substance
lodged between seat and disc.

c. Generator overfilled. (May have been
filled with cold water or with regulator
jacked partway open.) Crack tubing
union at diaphragm to allow some water
to escape. Make sure that regulator will
still go open far enough to handle maxi
mum load.

d. Generator located too high.

e. Hand bypass valve around regulator par
tially open.

f. IT upper generator piping is not covered
it may cause high level at low loads. '

3. Hunting

a. Sensitivity is too great. Set the genera
tor more nearly vertical.

b. Hunting of the feed water regulator can
also be caused by hunting of pump gover
nors, combustion control, etc., so make
sure that the feed water regulator is the
cause of the hunting before making any
adjustments.

4. Too wide a variation of level with load changes

a. Sensitivity is too low. Set the generator
more nearly horizontal.

b. Wide variation in level can also be caused
by wide variations in excess pressure.

Maintenance

1. Refill generator and tighten diaphragm bolts
whenever a gradual lowering of drum level indi
cates leakage in the generator system.

2. If feed water conditions are bad blow down the
generator for 3 to 5 seconds each day. Under
normal conditions blowing down generator is
seldom necessary except when starting up after
a boiler shutdown.

3. In ordering repair parts, refer to the parts by
name as shown in Fig..332. Be sure to mention.
size and serial number of the regulator.

The Swar two ute0mpany 1851I Euclid Avenue, Cleveland 12, Ohio

f'oem No. 1113 IB-l18..B
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(1)

YARWAY RBMOTE WATER LEVEL IND!CATOR - HOW IT WORKS

The YARWAY Remote Water Level Indicator registers the difference in head
between a column of water which varies with the water level to be indicated
and a constant head of water slightly above the highest variable head. In
practice, the variable head connec tion is made at a point on the vessel
below lowest water level to be indicated, and the constant head 1s obtained
by connecting at a point above highest water level a smal L constant head
chamber in which a constant overflow water level is established by con- .
de naa t Lo n, This method permi t s remote indication since it merely requires
two connecting tubes between the water level location and the. indicator.

At the indicator, the variable and constant heads of water are connected
to opposed sides of a diaphragm (124 Parts List Drawing). The diaphragm in
turn is connected by pin point frictionless linkage (11) to a beryllium
copper deflection plate (4), which deflects in sensitive response to changes
in differential pressure acting on diaphragm. Attached to the free end of
deflection plate is a special permanent horseshoe type magnet (7) whose poles
straddle a thin-walled tubular well (8), which extends horizontally into
pressure-tight housing (2).

Inside the tubular well is a spiral strip armature (17) mounted on
jeweled bearings and carrying on its outer end a counter-balanced pointer.
Slight movement of magnet along outside well in response to variation in water
level causes greatly amplified rotary movement of armature and attached
pointer. Pointer swings over a brightly illuminated vertical· scale clearly
graduated and contrasted in color at high and low level pointer positions.

Calibration to give full scale indication for water level changes is
obtained by adjustment of movable knife edge fulcrum (15). which controls
the deflection characteristics of the deflection plate (4). Adjustment of
pointer for close calibration of indication to actual water level is also
provided. These ?djustments are accurately set at the factory to meet in
dividual,requirements. Only minor adjustments. if any, are necessary on
installation. Both adjustments are external-and both can be made with full
pre~sure on indicator. ..--.....

DfHpockets with blow-down valves should be provided at the side of the
indicator and drain cocks ~ provided at indicator to permit occasional
cleaning out of suspended matter which may accumulate. Shut-off valves are
provided ahead of indicator. Additional valves may be inserted at water
level connections. if desired by customer.

LMCFOOl72
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REHOTE iiA'filllmUL I1TDJCA'rOR."m!lll1CTI~j6001LM.AX, YI-e..:'i~L,)
I NST.ALJ..ATION

The detailed construction of indicator connections will vary with different in-
stallations, The installation drawing (EL ) accompanying these instructions
must be closely followed. This is particularly true of the location of the constant
head chamber and related piping. The centerline of the constant head chamber must be
located the required dist~~ce above the high water line as indicated on the installation
drawing. The centerline of constant head chamber is marked on nameplate fastened to
side thereof. Also refer to Parts List Drawing EL-903-690.

On panel mounted jobs, remove the casing cover and turn hinged flange
up. Insert the instrument (bottom fixed hinge first) into panel opening.
EL-906-72l attached). Fasten instrument to panel with four 10-24 machine
then replace casing cover.

on casing
(See print
screws and

Care should be taken that the tubes (13) are properly connected. The tube from
the constant head chamber (2), painted red, connecting with the right-hand connection
of the indicator (11), also painted red, when facing front of indicator. The tube from
-the variable head fitting (10) joining connection on the left-hand side of the indicator
(11) when facing front of indicator,

The tubing should be run and the instrument mounted so that they will both be
removed from hot equipment. particularly exposed hot piping,

Where connecting tubes run horizontally, they should slope 1" per foot con
lnuously down toward the indicator (11) and both tubes should run close toge~her
) insure temperature uniformity. Bends should all be long radius.

Provide 6n clearance for removing side cover plate of indicator (11) on left-hand
side when facing front of indicator.

Dirt, scale and chips must be bloTNn out of the constant head chamber piping and
the indicator connecting tttbing before placing unit into operation.

~LACING UNIT IN OPERATION WITH BOILER DOWN

All valves should be opened and the indicator (11) and connecting tubes (13)
should be filled with water by means of the priming connection (17) at the boiler
connection, Air should be removed by periodically opening the drain valves (18)
while filling with water from above. After all air has been removed and indicating
system is filled with water, replace plug (17) and bring the bo t Lervap to pressure.
This is the method of putting indicator into service.

!ir binding is the chief cause of faulty indication, and all air must be expelled
from the system for satisfactory operation.

PLACING UNIT IN OPERATION WITH BOILER IN SERVICE

LMCF00173

Blow down the drain valves (18) lightly, alternating between valves until all
trapped air has been expelled. Do not permit hot boiler water to reach indicator (11)
at any time. Allow sufficient time for condensate to refill the constant head chamber
(2) before reading the instrument.

Close valves (15) above indicator and then slowly open shut-off valves (5) at
boiler connections, checking tube connections for leakage. Two valves are provided at

~,{15). Allow tubing to come down near room temperature, then open the left-hand valve
(f===\rst and then open the right-hand valve.

\'
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INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED

CALIBRATING INDICATOR FOR POINTER POSITION

The indicator is factory adjusted to meet your particular requirements
as indicated on installation drawing attached. No further adjustment sho~ld

be necessary. Sealing plugs (19). which must Qe removed to make any adjust
ments, are furnished with a lead seal. making removal of p~ug9 impossible
without breaking the seal. Preferably this seal should be broken only at the
direction of the YAHWAY sales engineer. but under no condition should this be
done until all factors are checked to make certain that installation and
priming are correct and in accordance with instructions. If pointer then does
not agree with water level, proceed as follows:

Shut-off valves (15) at indicator and open side cover plate of instrument
case. Referring to Parts List Drawing, remove sealing plug (19) on side of
indicator body. Turn the exposed adjusting screw (16) clock-wise to raise
pointer hand (21) and counterclockwise to lower pointer position. Under no
condition should this screw be turned clockwise more than 1/8 of a tarn from
the position it is in when received.

CARE OF INSTR'tlMENT WITH EQUIPMENT DOWN

Before draining the tank. heater or boiler drum, close main shut-off
valves or root valves tightly to prevent draining of indicator connecting
piping. When equipment ia put back into service. open shut-off valves.
Indicator will function properly without repriming.
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( 1)

( 6)

MAINTENANCE

Replacing Light Bulbs

Two (115 volt - 15 watt standard frosted Mazda lamps) per indicator.
Remove front cove~ screws and cover i loosen dial screws, gently- .push pointer arm to uppermostpositlon and remove dI a.L screws and
dial. Replace lamp, screw down securely and, with pointer raised to
upper non-interfering position, replace dial. Make certain pointer
can move freely across the entire face of the dial. Replace cover.
Note - A resis~ance. coil is used to increase lamp life.

(2) Gaskets (Part #23 ~ rarts List Drawing)

These gaskets between housings and backing pLa.te are of a high
uniform dens I ty type 1/16" thick, made of wire inserted Klingeri t.
For this purpose only, gaskets furnished by the Yarnall-Waring
Company should be used in the instrument, as gaskets of a different
density will resUlt in incorrect readings.

(3) Blow-dpwn

Dirt legs on side of indicator (or ~t lowest point in tUbing) should
be blown down when necessary. depending on type of service, to
remove suspended matter from the lines.

Drain or vent cocks (18) at the instrument are principally used for
pri.ming the system. Blow-down of instrument lines should only
be made through the dirt legs.
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